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Construction nears compleilon on 47 & 55 Worth Street. 





REGISTRATION PROCESS MARKED Dean Graham, who botli stated that every-
WITII PROBLEMS thing necessary for registration was ready 
1n their respective offices in April, agreed 
by Kennet;h Small that the.chief problem was the absence of a 
, For the second time in the two semes- schedule. until the middle of July. 
ters under which NYLS ~ e_mployed the According to Dean E. Donald Shapiro 
mail-in or hand-in registration system, the the schedule is made up by Dean Lipp-
registration process has been marked with man's office in conjunction with Dean Gra-
frustration and_ confusion. The _fall, 1978 ham. The registrar's office has no say into 
_ semester' began with SQ.ill~ students arriv- this part of the registrati_on process. Con-
ing at school on ffi"efu-st day of classes not cerning the late date at which the schedule 
knowing what courses they had been regis- was completed Dean Graham noted that 
tered in, some classes so overcrowded that· this was unfortunate, but that due to the 
students were sitting on theiloor, last min- - number of professors either terminated or 
ute room 'changes and time changes of on leave of absehce - Profs. Pessen, 
.-- Erickson, Gottlieb, Johnson, Haines and 
_ ... Lee to name a few- and the fact that new 
! professors ;ere_)lot hired to take their 
~ -places'for a long time, it was impossible to 
~ compose a schedule at an earlier date. -:--
} As an indication that time was indeed 
· by Leonard Ross ' renova~ ·to look like 47 Worth but with-
NYLS antic.ipates occupancy of parts out the scaffolding, ~hlch was. iised ' for ' · 
of the building at 55 Worth-St. some time cleaning and sandl>lasting the cast iron and 
duringtheSpringl979semester. Progress · brickwork. Work has pro~ssed slowly 
on the building renovation has .been de- because the- nature of sandblasting al-
layed due to the lack of a certificate of lowed work only on weekends. 
- the chief factor, Dulak pointed out that "a 
lot of the registration process this time was 
actually a -manual process rather than a 
computerized process because there was 
not enough time for the computer service 
to complete the necessary tasks during the 
small turnaround time." To avoid the in-· 
evitable chaos caused by. solving many 
problems (i.e. overenrolled classes, cancel-
lation of classes be·cause of an inadequ:u,e 
number of registrants, and room changes) 
$10 Million Law School Near. 
-
Bruce Dulak 
occupancy and the need for approval of the 
renovation plans from the City Buildings 
Department. Re_cords .at the County 
Clerk's office confirm that NYLS • ex-
changed pr,operty at 79 ~orth St. to ac-
quire the building. "-
Site to Hous.e Clinics 
Shapiro stated th~t the dream of anew 
10 million dollar law school building is.pro-
gressiJ1g toward the point of reality: With 
the Gold Report completed (EQUlT AS 
April ~978), bids are being ac~epte~ from 
architectural firms for the $100,000 con-
tract for a new build.ing. The NYLS Board 
ofTn.istees is to vote on the bids and award 
the contract at its October meet ing. The 
specifications report will be Jhe basis for 
the fiDal arclutectural plans for the new 
building, whether it is built-on the parking 
Jot site or at an alternative location. 
which even the professors were not noti- at such a late date, a decision was made to 
fied, ~nd ·many other examples indicating straighten these problems out after classes 
major di~orgariization in such' a key phase had begun. Had the schedule come out · 
According to Dean E. Donald Shapiro, 
the lower level will be clinic offices and the 
first and second floors will be new library 
space. Philip King, Buildii;igs Superinten-
dent, is accepting_ bids from contractors for 
·the i:enovation. Plans for the third, fourth 
and fifth floors have not been finalized; 
however, Shapiro indicated an arrange-
ment of faculty offices and small classrooms 
would be constructed oii the upper floors. 
of an educational institution. even just a few weeks earlier, Dulak was 
In seeking an answer as to why the. c onfidentthat most oftheseproblemscould 
registratio;-process was an apparent di- have been solved before classes started. 
saster this semester, one factor was voiced Students late with forms 
'Over and over again:_time... There simply Among the other problems which oc-
was not enough time in which to accomplish cµrred, some were student related. Whi!e 
the things ne~essary for a smooth registra-
tion. Dean Arnold Graham. believes that 
"considering the problems we were con-
fronted with, an excellantjob was done." 
'flle street facade of 55 Worth is to.be 
NYLS wiU probably build o'°~ the park-
i~g lot next to 47 Worth St. However, the 
· (continued on page 13) Assistant Registrar Bruce Dulak and 
New ,Putt ~J::ime Faetllty Arrive - _ 
by Cecilia Blau -Vincent R. F itzPatrick was a Lieu- the Solicitor's Office of the U.s.- Depart-
,The hiring of ·new·faculty--for this faU tenant (s.g.) in the U.S. Navy in World ment of Agriculture, and the National La-
included professors· wlio have taught at War II. When he received his B.A. from bor Relations Board. He is an Honorary 
Harvard Law School, New York Univer- Manfiattan College, he was-Valedictorian, Fellow of the American Psychiatric Asso-
sit/.School of Law and the University of majoring in Pedagogy. He was-also grad~- ciation, a Senior Fellow in Law and ~e-
Oxford. . ated from Catholic \!nive~ffy of America havioral Science of the University of Chi-
Christine Mary Chinkin received her School of Law with a Bachelor of Law de- cago, a Graduate Fellow of Harvard Law 
LL.It from the University of London with gre~, a fult scholl!,rship, and firs~ in his School, and Professor of Law Emeritus of 
first class ·honors, and won Uie Draper class. Ht isamef1!bero~efirmofWillk:ie ' New York University. Co-author of So-
Prize for best third year student in the Fan· & Gallagher, and als'o a member o_f ciety and the Law, Prof. Fo~ter also parti-
F.aculty of Laws. After receiving lier several U.S. Dist1ict Court and State cipated in many interdisciplinary clinical 
LL.M. from the University of London, she Bars. ActiYe in many fraternal and chari- and research programs including the es-
oecame·a Lecturer in I;,aw-at Lincoln Co1- table organizations, his civic and political tablishment at N. Y. U. of the Jnstitute of 
lege, University of Oxford. Prof. Chinkin activities included running as Democratic ForeHsic Medicine. . 
was a tutor for foreign diplomats attending candidate for Congress in 1954 and 1958. James P ierce Kibbey was a psycho-
a course on International Affairs at Oxford, Henry H. Foster, Jr., Visiting Pro- logy major at Albion College where he re-
and has a life membership in the Senior fessor, after receiving his J.D. cum laude ceived his B.A .. At Gonzaga Uni'\ersity 
Common Room, Lincoln College. Her"' from the University of Nebraska, went on School of Law, wj1ere he received his J.D. 
teaching. and research interests include to receive LL.M. dewees from both Har- itil976, he ranked first in h~class. He was 
Public International l,aw, Human Rights, •vard University and the University of a legal intern for the U.S. Attorney for the 
Comparative Law, and·the French Legal Chicago. He has worked in the Antitrust . Eastern District of Washington, ana has 
System. . Divisfonofthe U.S. Department of Justice, (rontinued on page 15) 
' 
.. - ' Dean Arnold Graham 
the due date for registration applications 
was July 26, only about 35% of the students 
complied with this directive, a figure which 
Dulak termed inadequate to begin the com-
_puterized aspect of'registration. Further-
more, many students who ch~nged resi-
dences during th·e summer· failed to notify 
the school of their new address, making it 
difficult to forwar.d the registration mater-
ials to them. Finally, many students failed 
to include any alternative courses in the 
event that they were closed out of some of 
their preferred courses. The resul~ of this 
was that mailgrams had to be sent to stu-
dents asking them to come in and register 
for another course. _ 
(continued on page 15) 
.... 
J 
EQUIT AS extends its congratulations 
to NYLS third year evening student Dean ' 
Cycon, who has been awarded a $500 
scholarship in this year's nationwide 
American Scholarship Competition. The 
award, given "in recognition of outsta}1d-
ing academic performance and potential," 
is sponsored by American Educational 
Services, a nationwide magazine subscrip-
tion agency located in Lansini, Michigan. 
\ 
EQUITAS 
Consumer Center Seeks Alumni Aid 
, ~ The NYLSConsumerCenterofLower 
.,.,, ~ Manhattan plans to institute a new program 
P which v.i ll unite students and alumni in a 
f cooperative effort to help consumers unable 
i to afford leg-.alservices. · 
The Center plans to compile a list of 
alumni \\illing to donate their time to hand!~ 
cases that require legal action. While able to 
help most clients resolve their complaints, 
occasionally students encounter a problem 
in which.they can do no more than sugg¢st 
that the client seek tlie services of an at-
torney; ironically, those contacting the Ce~-
ter do so precisely because they can.not af-
ford an attorney. 
Canon Two of the Code of Professional 
' Responsibility of the New York State Bar 
Association states, "The basic_responsibility 
___- for providing-legal services for those unable 
Prof. Ronald Maudsley to pay ultimately rests upon the individu~ 
· Professor Ronald H. Maudsley has lawyer." The Center's staffers, faced with 
b<.-en invited by the American Law Iristi- clients who do not qualify for legal aid, yet 
tute to join the Advisory Committee on the are unable to afford a lawyer, hope to find 
Restatement of Property. . __ .the solution to !_his problem in this-duty of-
-- .Prof: Maudstey was also honored by -the legal profession to make counsel avail-. 
the University of San Diego School of Law able to all. 
Septemh!?r 1978 
• The Newlyweds Coming Down the Aisle 
EQUITAS copy editor Linda Kennett 
Rawson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ken-
nett Longley Rawson of New York, was 
maiTied. during the summer vacation, to 
Edward Winslow Porter. 
The bride attended the Spence School 
and was graduated cum laude from Abbot 
Academy and Harvard University. She is a 
third year day student at the New York 
lraw School. Her father is president and 
her mother, Eleanor S. ·Rawson, executive 
vice president of Rawson Associates Pub-
lishers Inc., book publishers. 
at its 1978 .Commencement Exercises. The It is the expectation of the Center that 
U.S. D. School ofl,aw, at which Maudsley this program '(Vil! benefit client, student ~nd 
teaches during the. spring semester;-'" attorney: _the student will have the chance to 
.awarded him an Honorary Doctor of Laws witness the course of action and resolution 
degree. The Citation praised him as an of a complaint with whi~ he is, familiar, 
"outsta~din~ legal scholar \and e,ducator/' \\'?ile the attorney wh! volunt~i:5 his time 
and stated that "his·courses are continually will have the advantage of ha'Jmg a law 
oYersubscribed by ~students eager for a student to help with the background re-
--------------.. , 1 
STUDENTS 
EQUJTAS also extends congrat~- ·chance to learn from a master." Upon re- search and details of the case, while per-
tions to third year student Lieute~t ceipt of his citation, the gracluating class forming a much needed service. 
Junior Grade William J. Glasser, who was gave proof of that last statement, by ac- -Scott Batterman 
Elevator . service on the rear 
freight elevator is now available 
during peak class r,eriods. Access 
to the elevator is through the 
Charles Froessel Library on the 
first floor. 
Students are urged to use 
this elevator. 
recently awarded the Armed Forces Re-- cording him a standin~ ovation. · 
serve Medal for ''ten years of honorable 
active and ~tive duty in the United 
States Naval Reserve." Lt. Glasser is at-
tending N'YLS under the Navy Judge Ad:. 
Dwight Inn, Phi Delta Phi 
invites all students 
vocate General Corps Student Program, , 
and is presently assigned as Legal Admini-
stration Officer at the NavarSupport Acti-
vity in Brooklyn. 
to 
Glasser's other honors include the 
Naval Reserve.Meritorious Service Medal 
with Bronze Star, the National Defense 
Service Me<!al and a Navy Chiff of Infor-
mation . Merit Award for~ Exemplary 
Achievement in Special Joumalis_m-:-
-Scott B atterman 




, 47 Worth St. 
1st Floor Lounge 
Free Beer, Wine and Munchies 
CAMERA DISCOUNT CENTER INC. 
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• LAW CASSETTES 
• RESTATEMENTS 
• REVIEW BOOKS 
• AND ALL OTHER SCHOOL NEEDS 
**NOW AVAILABLE** 
--._ 
NYLS T-Shirts! --,, 
"********************* SPECIAL NOTE: THE STUDENT BAR 
ASSOC/A TION OF NYLS RECEIVES A 
PERCENTAGE OF GIL'S BUSINESS 
* * * * * * * * * *·* * * * * * * ·* * * * 
. COME IN, SIT DOWN, RELAX 
IN _THE BASEME"'T OF 
47 WORTH-STREET 












By Scott Batterman "distinguished. public servant, who •!fas -worked diligently 
By all reports, the Summer of 1978 New York Law and effectively to strengthen the ties between the United i_ 
School - U¢versit;- of Bologna Center for Legal Studi~s Slates and Italy, (and whose) efforts in initiating this joint ~ 
pl'.()gram was a total sue~. As one,Qf the participants, program is deserving of special recognition." 
this reporter concurs whole-heartedly. . The first stop for many of the people on the trip was 
The prograin sent law st'!,.dents, not just from NYLS Rome, where d~ng a three-day stopover, Director of 
- but from all over the country, to Bologna, Italy to study Admissions Anthony J. -Scanlon·proved that he not only 
such subjects as comparative anti-trust law, European speaks fluent Italian, but is an informative and witty tour 
Economic Commµnity law and comparative tabor law: guide (Mr Scanlon was the N_YLS •~administration-in-, 
Stuqents from such far0flung pl~ces as Washington D.C., ex~" for the program.) Over Jiillf of the 25 participants 
Califor,nia, Chjcago, l;>uel,1.o Rie<>; and Pa~ter&~n, New Je.r- traveled with the school to Rome; the res~ made their o~n 
sey participated in t~e three week program. arrangements. 
Judge Re Opens Program Once in Bologna, however, most people stayed in 
Chief Judge of the U.S. Customs Cour:t aiid NYLS student housing at the 9ollegio U niversitario San To~so 
Adjunct Professor Edward D. Re kieked off the program -U'Aquino-i. a facility run·by the Catholic Church and pr~-
with a· lecture at the Italian C:ultural Institute. in t-{~w sided over by Father Alfonse D'Amato. It was there that 
Y Qrk. The lecture, "Our CivilJ~w Heritage," was drawn from close !tjendships with the Italian students were formed, and 
a similat series of lectures he gave there in 19.59, and traced many pounds were added to law s~udent frames·as a direct, 
the influence of Roman Law on the English common law result of the gourmet food served at the Collegio. For the Members of the Italian Faculty 
sys~m ~he time of Julius Caesar to the modern day exercise~minded, there was a-basketball court next to the Barbara Levine, Managing Editor of the NYLS Law Re-
reliance on legislation as a form of making law. "Thus," he Collegio, "where a spirited intern!ltional game ~as held," view, stated, ' 'The summer program in Bologna enriched · 
stated, "legislation is nothing new, but a return to our in the words of one of the game's stars, second year NYLS the~Ji:ves of all who participated not merely because of the . 
heritage." ;rhe highlight of the reception was the surprise studel)t Russell .Carbone. ___.-opportunity afforded to study law in ,a different sysfem, 
presenta"tionof the Dean's Medal-one ofNYLS's highest The courses were taught in English by respected mem- not merely becau·se of the,opportunity to partake of the 
honors ~ to the rtalian Co0$ul General, Allesandro C9r- bers of the Faculty of Law of the University of Bologna, splendor that is -Italy, but also because of what I believe to 
tese de Bosis. Consul General .de Bosis was cited as a ~ h as Giorgio l!_ernini, Marco Biagi, Fabio Bortolotti, be the lifelong bonds of simpatico that dev~loped between 
· · Franco Carinci, Nini Qlivetti, Paolo Mengozzi and ·Fed- law student and law student, particular students and p~-
erico_Mancini. Donna Gallucio, second year law student at ticular professors, and one small group of American stu-
Seton Hall Law School, told,EQUITAS, "The professors dents and the Italian people ... " 
..; 
were really interested enough togo out of their way 'tQ Reaction to the progranrwas universally favorable, 
·make the program infQrmative·and enjoyable. I thought it with the exception of some small complaints relating to a 
was a really great program." - lack of materials; these sort of difficulties are· to be ex-
- In addition to the coursework, afternoon programs pected in a new progr-.un. Most enjoyable, perhaps, were 
were held on sue~ diverse subjects as jurisprudential the experiences of those Americans ofltalian descent, such 
theory. the Italian court system, and the Italian political as Angela Mazzarelli (Columbia University School of Law, 
scene. These. -programs were givJn l>y inemoers of the- class o{I971, now working for State Supreme Court Judge 
Faculty of Law and by leading lawyers and officials-in the Mc9ooe), who took the opportunity to visit relatives while 
city ofBologna, including the Chief Appellate judge for the on the other side of the Atlanti<:J,n Ms. Mazzarelli's 
Emilia-Rom~ region. Several evenings were spent in words, ''The warmth-and openness ofthe Italian people is 
the company of the· professors, as they graciously invited overwhelming!" 
the students into their homes. When contacted for information, Director of Admis-
Alumni Solomon Donates Scholarship sions Scanlon stated that although t here are.plans to co9-
This program, which had been planned in previous ~inue the program this year, "there has been no final-
years, but had nev~r ~tually taken place be(ore, was dec!.5ion at this point; it's in a wait-and-see stage." 
inade possible largely through the generosity of Joseph EQUITAS (which was also representea on this trip by 
Solomon, an NYLS alumnus of the class of 1927. Mr. Editor-in-Chief Jonah Triebwasser, Copy Editor Cecilia 
Solomon provided full tuition scholarships "to outstanding Blau, and staff members Anthony Belkowski and Mauro 
ap_plicants," enabling many students~ to participate who Minervini) heartily endorses the continuation of this pro-
. would have been unable. to otherwise. In summing up her gram, and strongly recommends it to any interested stu-
feelings about th~ trip in a thank-you letter to Solomon, dents as an excellent cross-cultural opportunity . 
American Students Impress Italian Professors 
Bologna,..Itaiy - There are many ways 
of conducting a course in legal studies for 
foreign students. There are also several 
courses in Europe that enable the stu-
dents, according to the country they study 
in, to broaden their knowledge of a sii!gle 
lew system. But the ·program carried out 
,last July in Bologna by the New York Law 
. School and the Univers!ty of Bologna was 
~ certainly original and perhaps even unique 
for several reasons. First of all,· it was not 
merely an inte~sive law course, 6ut rather 
a means to -understand the ·outstanaing 
¥principles . that are the background of 
European Jegiµ_culture in general, and the 
Italian in particular. Therefore, all the pro~ 
fessors tried to give the American student 
coming-into contact with. Western Euro-
~ legal systems for the ·first time, the 
~ instruments in order to understand, 
as well as to know, the actual legal situation 
which is so profoundly different from that 
of the United States. Secondly, it was not a 
course in Italian law; the perspective chos-
en was European, or even better, that of systems. 8ut in Europe this statement has 
the member countri~s of the EEC which even greater weight: that is why ln our 
mainly tnterest· students from other con- seminars we devoted some time to examin-
tinents. However, since diverse cultural ing the different political systems which so 
traditions are ~t the basis of modern legal often deeply influence trade unions. 
systems;-"special attention w:as given to the . 3) Being aware of the customs and the 
basic features of each single country. . method of study in American universities, 
As far as our particular course in Com- we panded out written material, we dis-
parative Labor law was concerned, we cussed single points in detail, and we tried, 
would like to point out· its most important in short, to meet any request that might 
characteristics: come.from the students. 
~ 1) Instead of t~ating the single prob- : 4) In order to give the students the 
lems abstractly, we preferred to analyze possibility to meet and know as many pro-
constantly the difference'S which exist be- fessors as possible, and at the same.time in 
tween the main European countries (Great order to better understand certain points, 
Britain, Gel'lllany, France and Italy) and we sometimes invited other colleagues to 
the V nited States. In order to do so; the speak on specific topics. 
students' contributions were really valu- With regard to the students who at-
able thi§ year, especially because they .tended the course this year, we must make 
were given by highly well-prepared indivi- -two comments: . 
duals, as was also seen by the final exam. 1) As already mentioned above, we 
. 2) The political, economic ~d social found that their level of preparation was 
situation pf a country is always at the ~asis excellent, and this fact made our task much 
of its labor law a_ndits collective b~g easier. As a matter of fact, the students 
., 
themselves very_ often competently ex-
plained to us some current problems in 
North American labor law; 
2) A very friendly relationship was 
created between students and professors. 
The.latter was also due to the fact that all 
the students demonstrated a sincere inter-
est: in learning to understand the Italian 
way of life. Thus, we spent manipleasant 
hours together, even outside ofthe official 
courses. Therefore, our deepest thanks 
and .kindest regards go to all of them and to 
Tony Scanlon, the fine, dynamic director of 





University of Calabria 
- . Franco Carinci 
Professor, 
University of Bologna 
.. 
' 
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, Henest Advice -fol! 
By Judith Waldman 
OBITUARY 
Edward M. Fuller, '31, a senior vice 
president of Greenwood Mills, Inc., died 
last. month at the age of 71 after a long 
illness:-'°Mr. Fuller, a graduate of Bowdoin 
College and NYLS, began his career with 
- Greenwood Mills, Inc . .as a director, and 
, B. Marc Mogil, '7-l, has been nomin-
ated by the Conservative ,Party of New 
York to run for Congress in the 6th Con-
gressional District, encmiipassing parts of 
Que_ens and Nassau counties. Mogil is with 
the Great Neck law firm of Hayt, Hayt, 
Tolmach and Landau and currently serves 
as an arbitrator for the American Arbitra-
ti_on A:,,sociation and the Grievance Com-
mittee of the Nassau Bar Association:-
-retired in 1974 as Senior Vice President. 
He was also a trustee of Republic tlational 
Bank and Independent Savings B~~d 
wa a member of the Advisory Board of 
Chemical Bank; pr.esident of the Lawyers 
Association of the Textile Industry; a 
member of the Board of Directors- and 
Executive Committee ·or the American 
Arbitration Association; chairman of the 
General Arbitration-Counsel of the Textile 
Industry and chairman of the Financial 
Group of A TMI. He was also a mem~r of 
the American Bar: t}!e New York State-
Bar Associatjon and the New York County 
· Lawyer's Association. 
.-\Ian M. : Grosman, '65, outgoing 
chainnan of the New Jersey World Trade 
Council recently appeared on a panel dis-. 
cussion televised on "Newark and Reality'' 
on WOR-Channel 9 TV. 'As a result of his 
activity in the New Jersey Wo~ld Trade. 
Council he has agreed to\.teach a one-
semester course on Inteinational ·Business 
Law at the Fairleigh Dickinson University 
Graduate School of. Business Administra-
tion beginning next February. 
' Alison E. Greene, '78, former Technical 
Editor of EQUITAS, has been appointed to 
/ the' post of Legislative and Public Affairs 
Assistant of the National Foundation 
(Mm-ch of Dimes). Based in the Washing-
s._ ton D. C. Office, she will concentrate on 
feeler~! legislation and programs whicb af-
/ · feet the objectives of the National Founda-
r- . / -.L.. 
tant to Hugh Jenkins, Member of Parlia-
ment ancl Minister For The Arts in Eng-
land. Alison receivectherJ.D. Degree from 
NYLS this past June and has taken the 
examiniatiofi for admission to the Bar in 
the District of Columbia. She spent her 
third year as a guest faw student at Ameri-
can University, Washington, D.C. and was 
cert;.ifiecl to practice law under thf! D.C. 
Student Practice Rule and represented 
clients through the Civil Process Clinic. 
!ion. She Jorm.~rly served ~ a le~lative 
assistant to Congressman George M.iller of 
California as personal and research assis-
.XEROXING OFFSET 
While-U-Wait Service* 
740 Broadway (at Astor Place) 
* 21 Warren Street (off Broadway) 
12 John Street (off.Broadway) 
732-8746, 47 
;RESUMES 
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. First Year Students 
.._ __________ by DennisStukenbroeker ----------
EQUITAS would like to welcome the new first year students to New York Law 
School. To help you in your la,i'· school career, we would like to offer these bits of 
infonnation and advjce. · 
In the :,,OU\'laki stands and discount pen shops around NYLS people will o(ten look at ' 
you and retilark that you are a law student. Don't start thinking that you are anything 
~ pecial or-that you exude a certain _aura. It is simply that in the fin~cal district, few other 
people are seen wearing running shoes and carrying briefcases. Also,. count your change. 
The fact that classes are one hour and twenty minutes long and your attention span is 
1~ minute:,, may be distressing. Particularly when your fellow students are diligently 
writing away in their notebooks. People who think they will be in Law Review look like 
they are sitting.there in rapt attention. Actually, thay are trying not to throw up . 
The Socratic Method was named after "Socrates the Greek," a mouthpiece for the 
Mob ano member of the Illinois Bar in the 19'J0's. When not arranging bail fora client, he 
wa8 more often found at the card table, where his methods of winning were legendary. He 
would first :-tack the deck and then put his opponents off guard with such statements as "I 
g-ot all <la cards, suckers," or"Anyway ya cut it, ya lose;" making them think it was their 
fault they lost. 
Anonymous g-rading means the professors can't dump on you if they don't remember 
who you are. So. don't raise your hand, don't wear distinctive clothing (applies to 
professor:,, who don't use the roster) and sit behind somebody large. If ~ou are called on, 
start reading the case verbatim out of the book. The professor will quickly go on to 
somebody else and fol'jle\ all about you. 
Don't tell t.>eople you went to law school because you couldn't get into medical school. 
The;v will assume you are interested in medical malpractice and start telling you about 
very .irruei-ome ca..c;es. 
Don't bother asking yourself things li1<e, what if I get romantically involved and my 
grades suffer? There is no sex in law school. 
· Law school often asks more of you than you can deliver, as a test of yourself as well as 
- your knowledge. Don't feel inade<ruate or blame yourself. If a professor asks you why you 
didn't fning-the supp(ement, say that NATO r.egulatiomi put a maximum of60 lbs. on the 
equipment a soldier is re<ruired to carry in the field. 
It is easy tq j?"et discouraged with the seeming irrelevancy of it all. You are told you 
are being educated to think like a lawyer when all the lawyers you know think like 
businessmen: Your friends start asking you for legal advice and you don't even know how 
to contest a parking ticket. But don't get carried away with the surface frustrations. Just 
remember. at the end of _vour first year you ·will be as well qualified as anyone else to 
!)l'aC~iee hm· 11"! eiirhtePnth eentury Enirlan<I. 
OUR SPECIALTIES 
* Souvlaki 
* Shish Keba& 
* Spinach· Cheese Pies 
~ Hommos & Falafel 
* Cheese Pie 1 
· * All Greek Pastries 







Et Beer r 
* 
OPEN 10 A.M •• 11 P.M. 
'1 Days A Week 
(Now Open Sundars) 
* Same Prices Jor-Lunch & Dinner , ,. 
Tel: 227-6322 
109 WEST BROADWAY' 
, . /. 
CoFner Reade Street 
/ 
... 
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Finding a Job 
H©w to Survive the lrntervieW Ofdeal 
. by Scott Batterman. firm. Ask what your duties will be, whether you will have a chance to go into court, if only 
(Thi.~ C"olw1111 will appear monthly, in cm nttempt to deal witlt two problems; too as an observer. Inquire into past experience as to advancement in the firm. (Save the 
111a II II stmlenl<J 11Xr it u nf ii their last yen r, or even until after the 'Bar E.rmn, bejare they questions about money until the end of the interview.) 
start. job-lnmti 11g; otlter,'i, w}io would like to get «n e«rly st<lrt, are 1wt sure wlw t to do, <1 na The key thing is to sell yourself. Dwell on your strengths, but know your weaknesses 
do11't llfwe time to take part in tlte Placement Office'.~ progmm .. ~. Hopefully, thi,s col1mm and be able to'work around them. Make them reme~r you for your drive, your energy 
1l'ill serve to mof it•ate tlte former and, inform the l<ltter. and your ability. Do not put yourself down, ever; modesty is no virtue in a job interview. 
The.first mhmm -JJul deal witli interview tec/miqu,es. Subfect.~ such a.~ career After the interview, follow up. Write letters to all the people who talked to you, 
pfa 1111 i 11g mid · r1s11e.~sment and .fob lmnfing strntegies will be covered in the months tha~ng them for their time. A week or so after that, call back and ask if the job is still 
ahead. J • available, indicate your continued interest, and ask if they received your letters. 
_ "Next to __ your resume, the interview is the key," advises Vera Sullivan, NYLS If you have more questions, contact the Placement Office. An appointment with Verll 
Placemen~ Director. The tips that f9ll0'4 were gleaned froin a conversation EQUlTAS ~ 
had with Mrs. Sullivan, and from material available in the c'iu-eer Counseling & Place-
ment Office. " 
The most imP9rta'nt, thing is preparation. Know wha.t you're going. to say when the 1111 •• ij'lht.'\ ~.:::."'r.'\O'w.Ot.'\'W 0~ "'llil@ ~r.'\W ij'l);i@ 
questions start, especially tbe difficult ones. Know wnat questions you will ask, when the O O O Ull.;- Uu U l!,.;- • .;- l!, o .;- ff O 
0 
time comes, or if the interview hits a silent spot. Above all, know as much as you can about 
the Jaw firm/corporation/agency that is interviewing you. ---... 
Where do you get that last-piece of information? Start with Martinqale-Hubbell~k · !Ml©~~ OIMlOOrffl@ffil~ ~llilfiffil@ fi~ 
friends, co-workers.-classmates, and especially professors. If you're interviewing with a Ir""' ~ 
corpor.ttion, get a copy of their annual report. If you know someone with a relationship 
with the organization you are going to see, so much the better. You might even'have them 
call ahead and put in a good word for you.·(Never be afraid of using contacts- everybody fl 
who can, does.)' · · . ~li'@l?)@ri'@~fi@ffilooo ~00 jf@{!Jl~~ll 
Before the interview, think about the questions likely to be asked. The interviewer 
may play games with you - be prepared. -Expect to be asked: Why did you go to NYLS? --
Briefly, what can you.do for our firm? What are your abilities and experiences, that we r-11 o lh&o~ 11 11 
should hire you? Why do you want to work for our firm? What do you knowabout us? 000 jf@{!Jl(j' 1.QJ(i'OW@000@ffil@ri'<g)jf 000@@u u~f 0 
Where do y:ou see yourself in five/ten/twenty years? Have good,-positiveanswers worked "-
out in advance- practice them with a friend, ifnecessary, to,build confidence. 
Some "challenging" and often illegal questions women might expect to be asked, 
regardless of whether they are fair or not, are: Are you planning a family? Are you on the'-
Pill? What if you do get pregnant? Do you think you can manage a family and a career at Sullivan can be made from 10-5, Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Tuesday and Thursday 
the same time? Won't an attr.tctivewoman in the office be a distraction? These questions she has a walk-in hobr from 11-12. And from 9-10 A.M., Monday through Friday, she can 
cannot always be avoided, so have prepared in your mind ~forehand what you are going be reached on the phone. The Placement Office assistaryt, Kukla Broekman, has office 
to say. A good answer is always to remind the inter.dewer what you have accomplished in hours from 11-4, Monday and Friday. Special hours for evening stu~ents only, are from 
law sc1iool. Remember, whether you're a man or a woman, don't get flustered, or angry, 5-7, Monday and Tuesday. 
1 
and if possible try to maintain your sense of humor. , An excellent source for. information, from job searching to resumes to interviewing, 
- Anotherpoint-askquestfons. You'reshoppingaroundasmuch-astheintervie.wer is a booklet prepared by David lyle, NYLS 1981.and !he Placei;nent Office, entitled 
is, ancrit shows you are interested. Also, there may be a silence, deliberate or not, and it's "Steps to a Successful Job Hunt.'' Other sources: Sweaty Palms: The Neglected Art of 
especially- good to have questions prepared for those times. Suggestions: Ask how Bein!{ Interviewed, H. Anton Medley, Lifetime Le8r!Ung rublications; What Color is 
associates are~trained, how much contact you'll have with clients or senior members of the Your Parachute?, Richard N. Bolles, Ten SpE:ed Press. 
by John Durst 
If last year's placeplent efforts by NYLS 
are any indication, it can be ·reasonably 
estimated that ninety percent of the '78 
graduates will be working in legal positions 
within nine months of gradul4tion. 
It may take some NYLS graduates 
longer to find jobs than their Ivy League 
counterparts, but-grim predictions of in-
adequate job opportunities did not effect 
last year's class, and Vera Sullivan, Direct-
or of Career Counseling and Placement 
Services at NYLS; says the outlook ap- . 
pears even better for this year's J .D.'s. 
Seventy-se.ven percent 9fthe '77 class 
responded to six surveys conducted by the 
placement office last year, and of the 180 
who responded, 168 were working in legal 
positions,at an average salary of $17,729. 
Twelve were unemployed, and 69 didn't 
respond. 
The initial surveys of the-'7~ graduates 
w'on•t be in until September, but Mrs. Sul-
livan says that so far top students have 
accepted jobs in firms that traditionally 
hired exclusively from eight or ten select, 
Ivy League law schools. Students have 
accepted jobs with, for instance, Cadwal-· 
ader Wickersham & Taft; Mudge Rose 
Guthrie & Alexander; Proskauer Rose 
Goetz & Mendelsohn; Wachtel! Lipton 
Rosen & Katz; Weil Gotshal & Manges; and 
Hawkins Delafield & Wood, and are earn-
ing salaries up to tlS,000. The Placement 
Mrs. Vera Sullivan 
' 
According to the NY Times, NYC 
firms are growing at a steady, if not spec-
tacular rate. As the firms grow, sci do the 
j salaries, with top firms offering three 
[ time~ what they offered a decade ago. 
.... These large firms count on an average an-t nual gross income of $150,000 per lawyer 
:: for their tlS,000 salary investment, thus 
~ few senior putneFS arepearning less than 
$100,000 per year. But only about 500 of 
the nation's 32,000 graduates can hope to 
land positions on Wall Street. "People tend 
to think they want the prestige of the large 
firms," says Mrs. Sullivan, ''but not every-
one is willing to work the 100 hours a week 
tfiat is necessary to gain that prestige. It is 
not without cost to a person's lifestyle, 
leisure, and personal life." 
Office expects)fo make further inroads into_ 
the large New York firms with the help of 
Placement Consultant Francis' Fried-
man, Esq., . who has already scheduled 
thirteen major New York firms to inter-
view on campus this Fall. Though Mrs ... 
Sullivan downplays the significance of on-
caJ'!'IPUS recruiting for the majority of stu-
dents, she does say that there has been an 
increase in the number of firms applying to 
interview on campus. "We're completely 
booked for September and October. The 
only available time left for on campus re-
cruiting is the month of November.'' 
Law schools around the nation gradu-
ate 32,000 annually, but the Bureau of La-
bor Statistics claims that only 20,000 legal 
positions will open annually through 1985. 
Yet there are obviously enormous areas of 
legal needs that are not met at all. "People 
use numbers to justify their not going out 
and looking for a job. I haye to say over and 
over again that anyone who wants to get a 
Job can get a job," says Mrs. Sullivan. She 
and her administrative assistant, Kukla 
Broekman, develo~<i and posted an aver~ 
age of 60 job orders a month last year. 
Mrs. Sullivan stresses that class rank 
.is not the detenninative factor in finding 
the right job. "People don't have trouble 
finding jobs because they're·not in the top 
of their class, people have trouble finding 
jobs because their job search strategy is 
not started early enough. It shouldn't sta1t 
the latter part of the third year.'' She adds 
that if you're not persistent, you don't get a 
job. "You'll get more nos than yeses, what-
ever you do. Sometimes people's expecta-
tions are unrealistic. If you don't accept a 
job because it only pays $14,000, or you do 
take it but say 'ah, but it's not a very good 
job,' that's just not the right attitude. 
You'll learn more on the job than out 
pounding the pavement looking for one and 
having your ego sapped. If you believe you 
can do something with a job, you can grow 
with that job and make it anything you 
want it to be." 
The class of '78 J.D.'s had the assist-
ance of the faculty placement committee, 
composed of Profs. Schain, Kleiner and 
Pessen. ~rof. Pessen provided job oppor-
tunities to students, Prof. Schain brought a 
number' of ''Big Eight" CPA firms to the 
school to interview, and Prof. Kleiner's 
friend Judge Ryp provided inside informa-
tion on 200 openings in the civil and crimi-
nal court systems. Mrs. Sullivan says that 
lots of students found jobs from these ef-
forts. "I get a tremendous amount of input 
from lots of different sources in the NYLS 
community." 
~- · ·--
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. .. to Alumnus Joseph Solomon, Class of 1927 is inadequate in light of the major contrib-
ution he made to the students of New York Law School. 
Mr. Solomon funded the scholarships for the students who attended our highly 
successful University of Bologna Summer School in Italy. It is common knowledge that 
.without Mr. Solomon's support this program would not have gotten off the ground. 
'l'hrough Mr Solomon's generosity, a strong international bond of friendship has 
grown between ?\ £ LS and our sister school ~erseas. Mr. Solomon can ~ea great deal 
of justifiable pride in the magnificent program which he has helped to create .. 
Mr. Solomon's gift is just one example of why NYLS alumni are the school's greatest 
strength. 
R•glstrotlon .•. 
Jh• Ultlma_-• Fiasco 
The NYLS administration's annual "Olympics of Incompetence" has gotten off to an 
early start witli a thoroughly botched registration. Every year this newspaper asks the 
administration to handle just a few things without screwing them up and nearly every 
year they screw them up anyway. 
·1s it too much to ask that students get t heir exam schedules at the beginning ofth_e 
semestee; that students know what classes they are taking before the first day of classes; 
that-atudents not wait months for grades; that students not be made to line up out to 
Worth Street waiting-for elevators; that students not be crammed into inadequate 
• classrooms? . 
Is it also too much to ask that the NYLS student be treated with the dignity of a 
professional and not 1ike an 11-year old? Too often students have run into the attitude that 
was recently expressed to us by one of the NYLS staff: "Students are transients ... we (the 
staff) will be here forever." Is this an excuse for giving students less than professional 
treatment? 
· These are just a few of the questions we would like answered in the coming year. 
-
~@LlWO'ii ~~ ©~@ IXl@w~~ 
ffiursday,S•pt.2i, i978 
3 PM to 7 PM 
To the Editor: . 
In reading my copy of EQUITAS to-
day, I learned of the very fine honor and 
recognition given to you and your staff in 
being awarded Columbia University's 
Scholastic Press Association 1978 First 
Place Medalist Award for outstanding stu-
dent journalism. Congratulations on your 
fine accomplishment. You bring honor to 
yourselves and also to New York Law 
School. 
Sincerely 
Albert P~ker '21 
Parker, Chapin, F lattau & Klimpl · 
To the Editor: 
Today I received the Summer 1978 is-
sue of EQUITAS, containing news of your 
receiving the 1978 First Place Medalist 
Award of the Columbia University Scho-
lastic Press Association. · 
Let me take this opportunity to con-
gratulate you and .your predecessors on 
developing such a fine newspaper. As an 
alumnus - I have enjoyed receiving 
EQUITAS and as a former newspaper re-
porter I have observed its development in 
quality and its increasingly attractive for-
mat. 
1 favor your suggestion in your editor-
ial to pick a new name for New York Law 
School or at least to seriously consider this. 
I do not think that the Woodrow Wilson 
School of Law would be good, because then 
there would be confusion with the Wood-
row Wilson School of Public and Interna-
tional Affairs at Princeton University. 
How about Jimmie Walker Law School? He 
was one of our most colorful alumni. 
Keep up the fine work. 
Sincerely yours, 
. Alan M. Grosman '65 
Grosman & Grosman 
Edifm•'s note: As of tJie time we went to 
/>l'f!SS, we have received 27 letters on our 
editorial "The Shmne of New York Law 
St'hool" whirh e.rmnined the t.mure deci-
sio11s o.f the Board of Trustees regarding 
Den11 Marshall Lippman and Professors 
R frha rd Harbus and Nancy Erickson. 
O.t the 27 lett,e-rs, only one, the letter of 
DrJ Jo/111 Thornton, disagreed witlt our 
pu.-;ifio11. It sltonld be note_d that on the 
fll'emge 111011th, EQUITAS receives only 
f/11·ee orjo11r letter.i to the editor. To receiue 
.! i leftel's 011 one issne is extmordi11my. 
Although we would like to print nll of 
the letters s11b111itted, spa<'e limitations 
ll//fke tlti.~ i111pos.~ible. We haue <'hosen, 
the1y,_fu1·e, om' student lefter, one alumni 
lette1· and DI'. Thol'l1fo11·s letter ns being 
1·ep1·ese11fatice of thelwo sides of the iss11e. 
What arguments can possibly be made 
to justify this decision? Besides teaching a 
full course load (Labor Law, Advanced 
Labor Law, Labor Arbitration, Commer-
cial Arbitration), Prof. Lippman has been 
the Assistant Dean for Student Affairs, an 
overly used, thankless position if ever 
there was one. lf indeed the reason for the 
denial was lack of publication, I would 
question whether that is the benchmark by 
which issues of tenure should be decided. 
No one has given more time or devo-
tion to NYLS than Prof. Lippman. As a 
teacher, few professors I have encount-
ered can equal him in terms of both know-
ledge of the subject matter and enthusiam 
in presenting the material. No professor 
seems m.cu:e..concerned that the students 
leave with_an understanding of the law in a 
given area. As an administrator, he has 
been largely responsible for the day to day 
operations of the school and has lent the 
only attentive ear to legitimate student 
grievances which have arisen. The unfor-
tunate impression which has been created 
through the denial of tenure is that Prof. 
Lippman is being punished not. for any 
teaching - deficiencies but for possibly 
"stepping on toes" in this "ombudsman's" 
role. 
I am not alone in believing 'that the 
denial of tenure is a serious mistake. f am 
also not alone in believing that actions such 
as this may affect the degree ofloyalty felt 
by students toward NYLS. This can only 
lead to long-term adverse affects when it 
comes to contributions and placement. I 
urge you-tO-t.ake whatever steps may be 
necessary to reverse this decision. I also 
urge that the criteria for tenure be made 
public so that students and other faculty 
are aware of the obviously limited role 
teaching itself plays in this decision: 
Changes in the entire procedure appear to 
be called for. Thank you. 
Respectfully yours, 
Steven Sharf stein '79 
Dear Dr. Thornton, 
I was shocked when I was told that the 
. Board of Trustees, which you chair, had 
denied tenure to Professor Suzanne Gott-
lieb after the Faculty Tenure Committee 
had voted her tenure. I was so shocked that 
it seemed beyond belief, and I was para-
lyzed. I thought that, ifit had happened, it 
would surely not happen again . 
What has happened this year seems to 
demonstrate that one must never accept 
wrong actions without protest. This year, I 
read in EQUITAS, the Board has denied 
tenure to three professors who were re-
commended for tenure by the Faculty Rank 
and Tenure Committee. 
To Dr. John Thornton; I have three degrees myself, the first 
Dear Sir; earned over a quarter century ago. My 
I would like to take this opportunity to husband has three degrees, all earned 
express my shock and outrage at the treat- while I knew him.--1\vo of-my daughters 
ment accorded Prof. Marshall Lippman have five degrees among them; the third 
through the denial of his tenure. The action will earn her Yale degree in a year. My 
taken is unconscionable and an affront -to sons-in-law have three degrees among the 
th~ student body of the school for whom two of them. My husband is executive vice-
Prof. Lippman gave ~f himself unsparing- president and provost of a college. Which i,s 
. ly. _ to say that academic freedom is one of the 
"You" of the Law School hierarchy (I freedoms and one of the guarantees of an 
include Dean Shapiro, the Board of Trust- open intellectual society in the halls of 
,ees and the other Deans) speak ofupgrad- learning which I most cherish. To keep it 
ingthereputationandqualityoftheschool, alive, I gave free expression to my views 
yet allow anactionsuchasthis to take place while a student at New York Law School, 
which does nothing more than decrease the so that students might be emboldened, if 
level of respect your own students have for need be, to keep alive their share of ace 
the school. It is hard to believe that deny- demic freedom witnout which one might as 
ing tenure to one of the best pure teachers well get one's degree from a correspond-
in the school will advance any of the goals ence school. 
you have set. (continued on page 8) 
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Faculty Forum BAR/BRI· 
Plea Bai;gainin·g: An _ Analysis • EARLY· ENROLLMENT· DISCOUNlf 
By Prof. Bostjan Zupancic 
and John Barth 
.-
Plea barg-aining is generally condemned because it is unjust. Critics charge that bar -
gaining subordinates the search for truth to the logistics of relieving the burden on 
overcrowd~ courts, and they assert that the laws and their protections are used as chips 
in a g-.une of legal poker, a game whose.sylkes are conviction or acquittal of a crime with 
which the defendant is. not even ,charged. Therefore, the critics say, a mortal stroke is 
directed to the very heart of justice because the bargained punishment does not fit the 
charged crime. 1 
The injustice argument is valid only if we assume that the ordinary criminal process is '! 
substantially fairer for the individual defendant.• But if we examine criminal law as a 
system of individual justice, this basic assumptic,n does not stand up. 
The law requires that a decision be made ·• •• 
based on 1.he facts the legislature deemed 
essential when it defined a given crime. 
The judge must decide guilt or innocence 
onl,v in tenns of tnese legal criteria. Any 
facts that do not fit within the narrow 
strictures of the law are rigorouly ex-
, eluded, although they may tell more about 
the crime or the cn'minal and his olame-
worthiness than the legally relevant facts 
that serve as t he basis for decision. Such a 
system, based on rules of law~ is formal 
justice: Prof. Zupanctc -
~ In Crime and Punishment, Dostoievski undertook an exhaustive psychological and 
social study of Raskolnikov, th,e murderer of an old, pawn-broker woman. By the end of 
the novel we become so familiar with Raskolnikov, his motives and intentions, his 
- philosophy and his n:!!gious beliefs, his conscience,and, indeed, his entire consciousness, 
that we are willing to forgive his act of.killing. If every defendant could be examined and 
undei:stood as thoroughly as Raskolnikov, we would have a system of s ubstantive justice 
that leaves the door ~pen to any relevant facts that might help to explain or clarify a given 
act. However, we, like the police detective who arrested Raskolnikov, must_ blind our-
selves to all those factors that can be important to a novelist but that are not legally 
l"Ellevant. In a court of law, then, Crime and Punishment would be reduced to a simple 
verdict, guilty of first degree-murder, because only the homicide with premeditation is 
legally important. Thus, substantive justice is reduced to fonnal justice, the whole truth 
of the novelist to the partial truth of the jurist. 
, 
U we recognize that formal justice cannot be totally fair to the individual because 
societal interests other than indivioual justice are weighed in the legislative balance when 
laws are drafted, and if we recogni?.e that S!}bstantive justice must be reduced to rules of 
law in order to be workable, then plea bargaining is not the monstrous creature it first 
appears· to be. Its effects are more. insidious than overtly hidE!()~s. 
Formal justice "works" because the public perceives it to be fair. -As long as the 
system sticks to the application of intrinsic criteria that are related to the purposes of the 
laws, and as long as cases are adjudicated fairly according to the laws, the non-criminal 
members of society will be more likely to accept the propriety of the legal norms and 
introject the laws' underlying values into their own psyches. This is the process of 
. normative integration. 
Indeed, criminal law is-most important for its contribution to normative integration. 
It it; obvious that criminal law has little.direct effect on individual offenders. In fact, it is 
axiomatic that criminal law and its accompanying "penal system have be~n unable to deter 
offenders from future acts of crime except by freely using capitaf'punishment to keep 
down recidivism rates. Im posit.ion of less-than capital criminal sanctions often contributes 
more to individual criminality by labelling the offender a "criminai," and thereby con-
vincing the stigmatized individual that he is, indeed, a criminal. Since criminal 
sanctioning in general has little direct effect on individuals, plea bargaining must be 
assessed as a part of the criminal justice system that seeks -to further norm_ative in::, 
te1-rration. · 
The Importance of Faith in the System 
Criminal law can be an effective integrator only when there is faith in the system. 
Even though criminal law is not totally fair since it is formal and not subs!,antive 
justice, t.he search for the partial truth of criminal law can be enougl) to satisfy_the public 
" that the law is just. As long as the public has enough faith in the law tojuslll'y its beliefi'n 
the efficacy and justice of its legal norms, most individuals in society will be able to acc~pt--
the legal norms as their own. · 
· Plea bargaining; though, undermines the entire structure of.cri~nal law because it 
shows that t.lut.!_nstitutions charged with enforcing the law do not ~ e the ,underlying/ 
values, those that the law seeks to internalize in society, seriously. Since it is the public's 
perception of justice that gives meaning to the legal norms and permits them to be 
internalized, a perception that the formal justice system, the cornerstone of our 
jurisprudential structure, is not valid.as a source of values because the courts th·eniselves 
act-outside the.formal system, is fatal to normative integration. .. 
REMEMBER: 
The last day to save $100 
off the price of your <::ourse is 
September 28, 1978 
, 








en you register early for BARt BRl's 1979 
11W York or Massachusetts bar review. 
.ou (Xlt your materials-NOW · 
our "early bird" lectures-NOV,: 
the nation's largest and most ~uccessful 
review course · 
rJ£1Si you,save $100 off the current 
...c'ourse price. · 
.. ,.,.8AA 8AI 
De~ise 0avir1 {MYA), 7~-2~61; 
- ~ ' 
Craig Yarnell (N), 263-?4~; 
Nelson Tunis, (516) 487-2782; , 
Jaimie Roberts, 475-2059; . . 
Deborah Nobel (N), 595-4237; 
"-.. 
Gregqry Wi_nter, (201) 381-5288; 
. . 
Alan Goldberg~ 332-2436; 
Baba Zipkin, 2~ 5164; 
Judith Greene, 982-9717; 
Christa Hoe.her, (201) 891-7787; 
I 
John Reddy, 457-4458; 
Criminal law, as a system of formal justice, presupposes an impartial adjudication of 
guilt based on the ctjteria that are set out in rules of law. Without imparti~ adjudication 
the formal justice system becomes superflous since factors other than those deemed 
leg-ally relevant will be contt'l)lling, and without formal justice the legal norms will become 
ineffective since there is no legal expression of their value. Thus, for normative in-
'\ (continued on page 9) 
1 BettY Anne Walrond, 768-2971 
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'' Q ual i~y of Tenur e DecisiQns W~ll Determine Reput0:tion-oj the School" 
(Gontinued from page.6) 
~ I was !aught by three Qf the four 
teachei:s so cavalierly and sruµnefully 
treated by the Board: ~fessors Erickson, 
Gottlieb, and L ippman. All t!tree-were a-
mong the best teachers I had, as good as 
the average oftnose who already pave ten-
ure. 
I am extremely unpersuaded by the 
arguments attributed to you and the Dean 
in the EQUITAS account of this matter. 
(While it may be unfair to treat you as.me, 
my heart hurts too much to reread your 
statements just yet and sort them out.) 
You are saying, in effect, that you will not 
give tenure to young professors whom you 
do not consider ready today to oe liiretl by 
Harvard Qr Yale because the.I; have a long 
way to go till they reach the age of 65. This 
is blatant age discrimination, on a_par with 
the scliool'ssex:discriminafion in granting 
tefiure to only one woman (tokenism). I do 
not consider the excelien~ and prestige of 
our commencement speakers proof thaf we 
are reaching the level of the best schools. I 
listened to Solzhenitzyn at my daughter's 
commencement; I did not- think his pre-
sence is what made her education there 
superlative. I feel sad that • you and the 
D,ean seem to be saying that you don't 
know how to judge the excellence of our 
professors. Our.students, who now are, for 
the most part, academically superior, from 
a-wide array of schools, including some of 
the best, do seem to know how. 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
We now Cater Parties! 
179 WEST BR0Al;>WAY 
JUST ROl:JND THE 
, 
COANEB ON WEST 
BROADWAY BETWEEN 
Professional Education of New York 
j stated publicly that, in his judgment, New 
~ York Law School "barely exceeded our 
6 minimum standards of quality" - a judg-
ment which he has since changed complete-
2. ly beeause of th~ ady3:nces which have oc-
curred under Dean Shapiro. 
We have in the past five years been 
building upon the firm foundation erected 
' by the School during the preceding decade 
under t he leadership of Judge Froessel, 
· ·now the School's Hol)Qrary Chairman, and 
Sylvester Smith;,. Jr., now its President . 
Emeritus,
1
both of~hom were instrumental 
in attaining full accreditation of the School 
by' the American , Bar Association. Al-
though they are now well along in years, 
these men continue actively to assist the 
, . , , • School inits quest for excellence. 
Letters poured Into the EQUrr AS office on the tenure Issue. During Dean Shapiro's relatively brief 
There has always been the split be- hig~est run~ and reverses ~ l tenure ac- term of office, New York Law School has 
tween ·choosing teachers who teach su- lions in which it overruled the Faculty come a long way towards erasing the ves-
perbly; and those who publish much. It is Rank and Tenure Committee, including tigesofthepastnegativeimageandachiev-
rare to find a combination]!t whom each of last year's action, · ing the appearance and the reality.of a top-
- these gifts is liighly developed. It should Sincerely; notch school. Among other ways, this has 
also· be apparent, that young professors - Francis B .. Salten '75 ~en evidenced by the School's admission 
cannot usually have written as mu'ch as To The Editor: to .the Association of American Law 
older professors. -Your recent letter takes issue with the Schools, by its selection as a host school for 
The least our school can do, if its grad- decisiol)S of the Board of Trustees in deny- the visit of foreign law school deans spon-
uates are .not to feel the shame that I do ing tenure to Professors Harbus and Lipp- sored by the S~te Department, and by the 
now, is to tell the teachers it hires what the nian. I appreciate your advising me of your appearances as Jeffords Lecturers or at 
standards are that they will have to meet, disagreement with the Board's decisions our commencements of such luminaries p.s a 
.and not useAthem as expendables while the and I shall call to its attention your stated former President of the United States, the 
school tries to pull itself up, not ~Y its own reasons for doing so. So far as Prof, Erick- present Chief Justice and Attorney Gen-
bootstra_ps, ,but by' theirs. Is this how we son is concerned, 1 would point out that, eral of the United States, a former Solicitor 
met the AALS' recommendation that the although she was not granted tenure at this General of the ·united States who is also a 
average age of-ouiprofessors was t oo high? time, she was granted the leave of absence ·former Dean of Harvard Law School. the 
"By hiring young professors for a few years, which she had requested to study for a . present Dean of the Harvard Law School, 
then throwing them out without the ability master's degree at Yale; she will be con- and the daughter of Chief Justice Charles 
to discriminate (in the gPod sense; in the side.red for tenure upon her return from Evans Hughes who is also the Pr~sident of 
bad sense we do very well!) ainong them, Yale and completion of the norm~ proba- the Supreme Court Historical Society. At 
.only to replace them with other tempor- tionary period which, for professors in her least one of these eminent persons was a 
atjes? category, involves one more year of teach- severe critic of New York Law Sch.901 in 
Have we no regard for our reputation ing after retlll1llng from Yale. past years, largely because of what he re-
in the marketplace? N~ one is going to ask The-main thrust- of your letter deals - garded as the lack of scholarly character of 
President Ford what kind of school we are. with the case of Prof. Lippman. May·l state its faculty, an4 it is, in my judgment, re-
.,. They'll ' know we have influence if our at the outse~ that, although I disagree with markable 'that he has now completely 
speakers are distingi,tished. But President your ultimate conclusion with respect to his changed his opinion. The increasing stat-
Ford isn't going.to hire our graduates, and case, many of the favorable sentiments ex- ure of the School has also been evidenced 
-~e certainly isn't going to teach here. pressed by you concerning Dean Lippman , by the fact that distinguished professors 
For three or-four years I haye heard are shared by me. are now willing to come here for a year or 
student talk to the effect that tenure criter- I am not, of course, at liberty to go into more as visiting professors, including Prof. 
ia were based not on excellent teaching or detail concerning the considerations invol- McDougal oT Yale - one of t he world's 
much publi£_ation but on obedience to the ved in ·any parti~ular tenure case. I can outstanding legal scholars - and Prof. 
Dean's wishes. Blind as I usually am where assure you, however, that the Board of Foster. the former Dean of the University 
my loyalties are involved, I.put these stor- Trustees does-ilt utmost in each case ·to of South Carolina Law School. 
ies aside a hundred times: I could riot bear arrive at the right answer, recognizing, as 
to think of my school as. an obedience it does, that the quality of tenure decisions To be a great law school, New York 
school; that's about the lowest relationship will determine the external reputation and Law School must act like one, even under 
self-respecting persons can assume. Ob- the internal quality of the School, for better circumstances where so doing may not be 
viously, anyone ~ ho is not hiding guilty or worse, for a generation onnore. the popular .or the easy course and may 
secrets, or mediocrity, has no need to·earn I would also note that the Board has in alienate some of its friends. Turning down 
· kudos·except by ~he excellence of her/his ~ ach case the benefit of' extensfve input a tenure candidate is rarely the popular 
work. ' • from~the Tenure Comrrlittee of theiaculty thing to do. But, whether one agrees with 
I had hoped when new Trustees of and from the Dean, although there is·not in it or not, the simple and indisputable fact is 
such p1'bmise joined you on the Board that a all cases full agreement among all parties that the invariable hallmark of any great 
new day would dawn for our school, and as to what is the appropria_!;e disposition of law school is a tenured faculty which is a 
that it would truly join the greats. For is it a case. _ community of schQlars, i.e. , the tenured 
not" through the intregrity, idealism, and In assessing the actions of the BoaJ:d of professors are not simply competent teach-
high-mindedness of the Trustees that a Trustees with x:espect to tenur~ and, in- ers - although this is, of course, important 
school rises among its _peers? , . - · - deed, its other actions, I think you should - but all (or at least most) of them ·are· 
I hope that you will lead the Board to be aware that a primary objective of the leading scholars in particular fields oflaw. 
re9>nsider its shocking ~d unprece- Board during the approximately five years'- That is t he kind of faculty one _?_!:ds at Yale 
dented-among-the-best-schools action of Dean ShaRiro has been Dean and I have or Harvard or any other of the nation's 
overruling··the recommendations of the been Board Chairman has been to over- leading law schools. As Prof. Sutherland 
Rank and Tenure Committee. Such action come the negative academic image which notes · in The Law at Harvard, "The 
is excuable only if dishonesty or the equiv- the School had unfortunately acquired in School's greatly enlarged faculty is 
alent has been discovered after their vote. the educational establishment and to· up- busy,.. with many types of research and 
f feel deep shame now. I should like to grade its stature. You may not rim1ember , scholarship - activities difficult to sep-
he fr~ d from that feeling. That can happen because it was before you entered law arate from teaching. The products of a 
only if the Board ofTrustees takes the step school, but it was not many years ago that teacher's studies appear at once in his sem-
that will truly_make itJit to aspire to the the Deputy Commissio~r for Higher and · ·(continued on page 10) , 
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Faculty Forum Judge. Wright Addresses BALSA 
Plea Bargaining an4 Justice 
.. 
,continued from page 7) 
tej.rr-.1t~ we need fonnal justice, and for fonnal justice we need impartial adjudication. 
Acljudication itself re<1uires a conflict-between two parties that cannot be settled 
amicably .anl that presupP.OseS the adjudicator's ability to decide that ~ither party A is 
Tig~t or party B is tight. Without a conflict the adjudicator does not make a choice 
and strictly speaking, does not-adjudfcate. . - . 
On August 16, 1978 the NY·LS chapter 
ofBALSA held its Seeond Annual Orienta-
tion for incoming minority students. This 
year's program was particularly notewor-
thy, because the minority NYLS alumni 
were BALSA's invited guests. On hand to 
greet the distinguished alumni and the in-
coming students were · Deans Margaret 
Beam and 'E. Donald Shapiro, Secretary 
Tony Scanlon and several members of the 
' NYLS faculty. ..._ 
The honorable"'Bruce Wright, a NYLS 
alumnus, was the guest speaker. Judge 
Wright lived up to his reputatjon by deliv-
ering a speech which angered some and 
was thought provoking to others. The -
speech was so controversial that tongues 
are still wagging around the school. Some 
of the points of controversy included an 
attack on the school for failing to have an 
affirmative action program, and its adher-
ence to the "one or none theory" with re-
ference to the hiring of minority faculty 
members. The one or none theory has been 
dEtscribed as -the practice of hiring one 
black or minority professor, while never 
making any attempt to recruit others, and 
of course the none is self-explanatory. · 
- - Marie Richardson 
• An im•partial "1tdjudication goes one step. further. Impartiali_ty presupposes two 
factors: first, that the judge can de!~ committing himself to a determination until both 
parties have been heard, and second, that the judge will use the intrinsic legal criteria to 
make his decision~and will not rely on extri!)_sic factors when deciding w~ich party is 
leg-<111,v cm:rect. Thus, an impartial 'decision can be made only after both parties have , Moot Court Plans Active Semester 
pres~ted their hypotheses: to the judge who must decide guilt or innocence based l!,n the ~ • • 
law. - --.. The fact pattern for the Fall Moot 
-.. Plea barg-dining i& impossibl~concile with a system offormal justice because it is Court competition concerns the d~;rnissal 
'cii,rectl.t antithetical to an impartial-~djudicatfon. Since adjudication requires·conflict, the of.a Junior Higli School teacher pursuant to 
prese11tation of contr-.1dictory hypotheses to t_he decisionmakei;, a bargain based·on the the enactment of a local ordinance which 
relative power of the parties at a~negotiating session, that is then presented to a judge, prohipits homosexuals from teathing with-
canMt be an adjudicat\on of gui_lt at all. Plea bargain~ngjs, in this sense, a collapse of , in the school·system. Briefs·entered in the 
conflict into colfusion. • - _ - · . competition are due Sept. 26 at 11:00 P.M. 
. Derivatively .. sin re th~re is no adjudication there c~ be no ir1:P~alifY· Extrinsic with preliminary.-rounds scheduled for Oct. 
fact.o~ are.used.to determme the outcome. Plea bargammg permits th~'parfies 4> use 5-8. Semifinal rounds will be held the fol-
whatever barg-c1.ining a..,;-sets they choose, as long as they reach agreement and av<_>id triar.-- _ lowing week, Oct. 12-15, and final rounds 
The prosecutor's key determinants are the evidentiary strength of his case, the ease of the week of Oct. 16. Stimulating~Cotistitu-
convictiqn,. and the institutional pressures to dispose:of cases quickly. The defendant's, on tionalissues are expected to be. argued and 
the other hand, are-the value of delay and t he. substantive anctprocedural protections all students are e_ncouraged to attend. 
av;ulable to him that ould. make 'a conviction more or less likely after~a long and Students who excell in the Fall Compe-
expensiy~ trial. V,.ery simply;-the fQundation of bargaining is the balance of the bargaining titiori will be askeo to join the Moot Court 
110we1-i:; between t!}e parties, a factor that i!> ~xtrins ic•to guilt and innocence. In effect, Association and from that; tbe· Executive 
participate in natio.nal and regional compe-
titions. These will include the Jessup In-
ternational Law Competition, the Kauf-
man Corporate Law Moot Court Compet i-
tion, and the A.B.A. Orals, all to be held in 
the spring. 
the j udge in plea bargaining cases is reduced to a referee who watches for illegal punches Board of the association, and eventually, to 
anrl declares the winner of the contest. He does-not ·actually deci~e the case. as an ,----~------------------------------.. 
adjudicator. The actual, legal guilt or innicenc.e of the defendant is- to that extent-
The NYLS's National Team is cur-
rently preparing for the Regional rounds of 
the ABA National Moot Court Compet i-
tion. The Constitutional and Administra-
tive law questions at issue in these argu-
ments centei: on an FTC ban on television 
advertisement of heavily sugared cereals. 
These rounds will be held at the New York 
City Bar Association, date and times to be 
announced. All students are invited. 
immaterial. - - . · 
Plea bargaining ... a parody of form.al justice 
Ultimately, then, we must conclude that plea'b~gaining is but a parod_y of formal 
- justice, where rules,of law are not used as-rules of law but as the simulated weapons of 
comoattinj! parties t o~ rea<:,h a point where-bof.h can a~ on a disposition of the case. The 
entire system of formal justice, with its carefiµ balancing- of interests and its 
clcte1mination of tlie essential factors in guilt and innocence, is reduced to a bargaining 
sc:-sion thaf-concentr-.1tes on factors that have nothing to do with the goals and norms that 
are erriboclied in the law. 
, Since plea b;rgaining does not even reach the level.of formal justice, tne public 
• reeognize_i- that the administration of criminal law is .becoming divorced.from tKe val~es 
that give law it.., socie~ worth. As the criminal justice institutions b,ecome less concerned 
· with justice, and more concerned ,vith !ocking up criminals, the public's acceptance of 
leg-ctf norms as accur.1te refle1;tion_s of social values will decline. The result~ ll·be an 
a6sence o.f.nonnt1tive integration, the vitiation of the mostimportantgoal of criminal law. 
· u law loses its normative value, it will become only an instruinent·for mechanical 
social cofltrol. Its impact will be reduced to the·punishment it imposes on individual 
offenders, and, in view of.our penological failures, criminal law will become almost totally 
ineffecfive. The abolition of plea bargaining would be .one...small, but necessary, step 
toward making criminal law a contiibutor to norm'ative integr.ation instead of a silent 
ob:-erver of social malaise~ 
,As youi:.SB:Axepre~ntative, I attended the ABA convention at the Americana Hole] 
from .August a-8. It was Yery informative, interesting and fun! For every lecture or 
semin.ar that took place, there was a social event at which people actually discussed things 
other than law! Since I was one ofthe natives at the convention I made a lofof.friends from 
out'of town by advising them aboutplaces to eat, shows to see, etc. 
Some re.solutions that were passed b-y the LSD were: a resolution to•advise lawyers 
to spend 1;1anqafory tim&lriding those who cannot usually afford legal advice, a resolution 
• promising an effort to end discrimination in the legal profession, and a resolution to 
reprimand last year's division presfdent, Michael Hollis, for unethical behavior. Justice, 
equal protection, and keeping_the legal profession mqral seemed to be themes at this 
year 's conventiQ,n. - . . - - -
I would advise anyone who has notjoin~d an ABA section to do so as soon as possible. 
I \\1as. very impressed by the LSD; they are working hard for law·students . . 
Good luck to all the incoming freshmen ... If you have any first-year problems do µot 











- · · by Mauro Minervini------------' 
Certainly one of the great skillt'any law school can hope to impart to its-students is 
the ability to approach language in a precise.and analytical manner. Through these 
delicate mental dissections the student is able to pry those essential, if subtle, nuances 
from seemingly inconsequential passages. Such treasured insight may spell the difference 
between success and failure when dealing with the linguistic treachery of the I.R.C., the 
U. C. C .• or Professor Koffler. 
--Like any great talent, however,.,.the..pQtential for abu~ is great ana the temptation 
compelling. Regrettably, casual conversation often becomes the subject of the law stu-
dent's-newly found avocation of linguistic perfection. Once embarked on this ne,y~rending-
road of ''you mean to say?" the results can be disastrous. The unsuspecting layman, often 
, astonished to hear what he has really said, soon becomes gun· shy and is reduced to 
communicating in hand gestures remmiscent of a cross between Harpo Marx and Neison 
Rockefeller. · 
Often the technique baclaires completely and it is the student who finds himself 
ye.uning for the bliss-of ignorance. I, learned this pai1~Jul lesson one evening on the Jersey 
Turnpike while battling my wife, the traffic and the nox-ious odors of Elizabeth, N .J. After 
a somewhat heated personal argument I decided that the merits of my case were dubious 
a~st and remembering some old.saying..aliQut the relationship between discretion and 
-valor I decided to concede. At this point my wife quite innocently turned·to me and said, .,, 
"![011 -~ee, uud _lj/>11 nllm!J~ tl~i11k (111 the lxrstnrd". Instantly my minjl went to work. 
Her use of articles intngued,me. She hadn't said, "yo~ always think I'm a bastard", 
she said, ''you always think Fm the bastard''. The ·implication is, of course, that someone 
must be the bas taro, and since it was. not she, it must be I. ' 
Clever, .I thought~ a truly ingenious manner in which to call someone a bastard. 
Quickly, however, I realized there was more to it tl'lan that. According to my wife, not 
only was I the bastard, but all the while I was suffering underthe delusion that it was she 
and not I that was in fact the bastard. I thought for a moment, that not only makes me the 
bastard, it makes me a stupid bastard. In one fell swoop my wife tiad insulted my 
intelligence,. my powers of perception and my geneology. 
I looked over at my wife and noted something of a dirty smirk on her prettly little 
face. I w~ndered if.she realizea the implications of her offhanded remark. While l was 
delighted at my ability to break down her vicious attack to its rotten core, I w~ appalled 
• at the thought of all the other assorted slurs she might ha_ve slipped by. Unable to contain 
rrlyself any.ionger I confronted her with.my dazzling bit of ai:a1ysis. . 
"A stupid bastard", she replied , "no, more like a crazy bastard". 
. -;----... 
I should have listened to my uncle and become an accountant:. 
O_n.YQur Mark, Get Set, GO!. 
By .Kenneth Small 
l n the summer issue of EQUITAS we 
reported that the administration of New 
York Law Scnool was in the- process of 
organizing a mini-marathon. Thanks to the 
concerted efforts of Gil Hollander and 
third-year students Richard Carinen and 
Franco Foti, the deflµls have been wor~ed 
out and the date for the race has been set. , 
The race will be run on Sunday, Sep, 
tember 24, 1978 at 10:00 A.M., .rain or 
f!hine, and is open to ~ presently regis-
tered law students, faculty and administra-
.:. tors of mefropolitan area law schools. The 
five-mile e0urse, which has been mapped 
out with the assistance of the Police De-
- . partment and the_ Community F'lanning 
Board and approved by Claus Reinisch, 
Esq. District Manager of the Board, will 
pegin and end in front of NYLS and will 
take the contestants through the City Hall 
and Battery ,Park area. Ribbons will be 
given to all finishers and Gil will be award-
ing wall plaques to the first three men and 
the first three women to finish. 
Entry forms can be picked up at Gil's 
or the SBA office. Students from other 
schools will be able' to sign up at their 
school. The deadline for entries is Thurs-
day, September 21, 1978. 
There will be post-race ceremonies 
and refreshments. 
Volunteers are~ed to assist the 
,organizers on the day pf the race. If you 
would like to help, see Gil. 
More Tenure Letters ... 
(Continued from page 8) 
inar, his lecture hall and, as soon as may be, 
in his printed publications" (emphasis 
supplied). 
To be, in Sutherland's words, "a truly 
excellent'' institution, -a law school's ten-
public official, who has not had occasion to 
prove himself as a scholar in the, usual 
sense, and there may perhaps be other ex-
ceptions; none of them, however, seems 
relevant here. 
ured faculty must consist of what he aptly • New York Law School has a distin-
calls_ ''teacher-scholars." In the halcyon guished Board of Trustees. The Board in-
days of Chase, Wilson, Hughes and the eludes presic;lents and other high execu-
others, New York Law School had a facul- tives of major corporations, and well-
ty of "teacher-scholars." This is the kind of known lawyers. Unlike the boards of most 
faculty the School musthave today ifit is to educational institutions, however, our 
continue as a "big !~ague" law school. We Board of Trustees also includes a substan-
enjoy no exemption from the normal stan- tial representation of professional educa-
dards of excellence and we should not seek toll§, including presidents or other top ad-
any .~ mfni.strators of some of the most prestig-
'I note in this connection that the three ious educational institutions'in the country. 
professors to whom we denied tenure in These leading educators have been added 
the course of the.past 12 months or so had in the past-few years as part of our effort to 
not produced a single published legal arti- demonstrate the depth of the Board's com-
cle during. their years of teaching at the mitment to building a school, a faculty, and 
Law School and only one of them had a firm a student body of the first rank. · 
commitment to have an article published Under the School's Principles of Rank 
hereafter. (I do not include Prof. Erickson and Tenure the Board ofTrustees_is,specif-
in this reckoning because, as·noted, a final ically charged with the ultimate responsi-
. tenure decision with respect to her.will not bility for making tenure decisions, and the 
occur for several years.) It must not be concomitant promotions to full professor-
assumed that wearereluctanttomaketen- ships. We make those decisions as respon--
ure appointments. ---We have in fact during sibly as we can, after receiving as much 
the past y·ear made more tenure appoint- . input as we can, and in the light of our 
ments than we have denied. During that understandingoftheacademicexcellencea 
time we granted tenure to Prof. Lang, who law school must exhibit - both in faculty 
was recently the recipient of the Jeffords and student body - to be one of the 
Writing Award for her excellent treatise in nation's top-flight schools. We consider all 
the field of legal history, to Prof. Simon, relevant factors, including comgetency in 
one of whose books was awarded the teaching, scholarly achievement, perform-
American Bar Association's Silver Gavel ance of non-classroom duties (including ad-
Award and who is writing a major judicial . ministration where that is relevant), 
biography under contract with Harper & growth in professional compet~nce thus 
Row, to Prof. Newman, who has pub~hed far, and promise of continuing growth. We 
an original and authoritative manual on do not pretend to infallibility. We believe, 
consumer law and is writing a second hand- however, that we understand the meaning· 
book in that field under contract with of quality education, as that concept is ap- . 
Doubleday, and to Prof. Maudsley, whose plied at top-flight law schools, and we think 
various treatises on land law, equity, and that the sine qua non of quality education 
trusts are internationally knoF· is a tenured faculJ.l C?f "teacher-sch~lars" 
I do not mean. to suggest that there comparable to those found at such schools. 
should be an absolute dogma of''publish or If you deem it appropriate, you may 
perish." There may now and again be cases feel free to print this letter as a reply to the 
where a law school aspiring to first quality editorial on tenure in the Summer 1978 edi-
can appropriately grant tenure to a person tion of EQUif A-S. As you can well ima-
who has not' published but has in some gine, I take sharp issue with the editorial's 
other way convincingly demonstrated ca~ enthymeme that teaching competence is all 
ability. for sustained scholarship of a higli that a first-class law school is entitled to 
order or who has other outstanding creden- demand •in return for a lifetime employ-
tials which overcome a lack of impressive ment contract, but you are certainly en-
scholarly attainments. One can imagine, titled to raise the question. I would also like 
for example, granting tenure in a particu- to compliment Linda Rawson on her hand-
lar case to a famous practitioner, jurist or ling of the tenure decisions in your news 
columns. Some of the statements in her 
story are inaccurate, bu~ the inaccuracies 
are, I'm sure, in no way attributable to her. 
In my judgment she took great pains to 
find the facts and present them fairly. 
Finally, on a personal note, let me con-
gratulate you and your associates on re-
ceiving the First Place Medalist Award of 
the Columbia University Scholastic Press 
Association for "outstanding student jour-
nalism." It is a great tribute to your hard 
work and high standards. 
Cozy Atmosphere .....; Fine Wines 
Sincerely yours, 
John V. Thornton 
- Chairman of the Board 
of Trustees Delicious Goods Reasonable Prices - Good Vibes 
Tel.: 226-9919 21 6th AVENUE 
(Off Walker Street) 4 Blocks from NYLS 
0 P.EN: MON. - FRI. NOON - . 3 A.M. 
- SA"F. & SUN. 5 P.M. - 3 A.M. 
WANTED 
File Clerk for 
Downtown Law Office. 
Call: 267-1850 
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1llside the Wine· Cork -I '------------- by Leon Yankwich . ,,___ 
You are dining with a refined yet impressionable companion. You have made a great 
:ShO\\' of perusing the extensive wine lis t a:nd have tactfully ordered t he second most 
expensive wine- knowing that to order the most expensive would be a dead giveaway of 
your underlying enological ignorance. The choice has elicited a.favorable response, but as 
the wine steward approaches bottle-in-hand y~u realize there i; another, higher, hurdle to· 
clear before you can iet awa~ with yow· wine choice unexposed as a rookie wine-buyer: 
The Bottle Opening Ritual. 
When the steward shows you the bot tle, what are you supposed to look at? What are 
you supposed todo with the cork when·it's handedto you, sniff it? Bite it? WhaUfyou can't 
sta@he taste of the stuff you ordered? Can you send it back, or must you bear it? 
Basically; there are . two things accomplished by the o~ning 'ritual: You discover 
whethe~ the.steward hllS brou~ht the wme you expected, and you find out whether the 
wine has, for one reaon or another, sP!)iled. 
~ When the bottle arrives, the first thing a wine ste~ard.will do is-hold the bottle--so _ 
that _you may read the label. Perhaps the waiter forgot what you ordered and chose a wine 
at random, or perhaps the cellar has run out,of the wine by the bottler whose name 
appeared on the wine list and has substituted the same wine by a different bottler. In any 
case, you·are entitled to the exact wine you ordered, so this is your_opportunity to make 
.sure ,vhat you ordered is.what is poured: If there is a discrepancy, ask the steward what 
\\;-ent wrong. If the substitution or explanation doesn't satisfy you, ask for the wine list 
again and select another wine. 
Jf you are satisfied witb the Bottle presented, the steward will open it. The opening 
\\ill usually be carried out on the spot. If the steward walks off with the bottle and returns 
it opened, or if the bottle must be set on your table so..that the steward may use both 
hands, these are minor breaclies of opening etiquette. ft is-obvious that a bottle that 
leaves YOQ! sight may be substitu~ with an :µready-open bottle that was rejected a:t 
·another table . .Even if there is no surreptitious substitution, you at least have missed the 
actual opening, whicq, may be important. If, for example, the restaurant is in the habit of 
using a compre_ssed-air opener out of the sight of their guests- where a needle is inserted 
th~ugh the cork and carbon dioxide shot into the bottle to force the cork out - the wine 
will become artificially aerated, oi:.,perbaps 'the bottle itself will be c~ked, to-the 
complete ignorance of the customer. Witnessing the moment of the cork's fin;t exit from 
the bottle can also tell you, by the sound-, whether the wine has undergone a second 
fermentatiQn in the bottle and so beco~e slig'htly sparkling. . 
Using your table to support the bottle is also considered by many to be in poor taste. 
The steward should be able to hold and open the bottle without invading t he guest's 
private space. There are many corkscrews designed for one-h!lnded use (most notably the 
"waiters' ' ' corlcscrew with a swing:-out.iulcrurn attached to the end' of the corkscrew 
handle, making it a powerful lever), so if the steward insists on using a bulky opener and 
must place the bottle on-'your taole to aceomodate his clumsy technique you may· 
-appropriately adopt a scornful expression. · 
Reviewer's Roundtahle 
8o much of our time is taken up with 
reading law books and other professional-
ly-related material that we often neglect to 
take som~ time out for reading that is pure-
ly recreational. 
When you have a spare gioment, why 
not pick up Erle Stanley Gardner: The 
Case of the Real Perry Mason by-Dorothy 
B. Hughes (William Morrow and Comp-
any, Inc./ 105 Madison Avenue, ·New 
York, N.Y. 10016, $15JXl)? 
Although Hughes is not. the writer 
Gardner was, we are treated to a portrait 
of a fascinating man who lived (by anyone's 
standards) a full life. 
· Gardner, after twenty years'in'prac-
tice as an attorney, wrote his first of 82 
Perry Mason novels in the early I930's and 
continued writing them until his death in 
1970. At the same time he worked on the 
Mason books, Gardner was an extensive 
world traveler Ow wrote several t ravel 
books), was involved in a group known as 
the "Court of Last Resort" that investi-
gated seemingly "hopeless'' criminal cases 
Perry Mason Tidbits 
The most interesting part of the book 
deals with Gardner's most famous creation 
(and·perhaps alter ego), Perry Mason. 
We learn that Mason was originally 
called Stark and Keene in the first rough 
drafts. , .that Fred MacMurray was first 
considered for the role of Mason on TV, 
with Raymond Burr playing the district 
attorney Hamilton Burger ... that Gardner 
used many of the Perry Mason tactics in his 
own practice to confuse the prosecution 
and win an acquittal for the defendant. 
The Case of the Real Perry Mason is • 
a pleasant evening's diversion. It is also 
inspiration for those. who want to see how 
one man, in one lifetime, .became a success-
ful author and attorney and still had time to 
become an accomplished photographer, 
archer and astronomer. 
It has been said that Gardner is the 
second-be~~ selling author !h the w~r1d.1 
since·his book's nave sold more copies'than 
any other book except for the Bible."Since 
you are not likely to ·see a bfography, with 
photos, of the Bible's author, I suggest you 
Once opened, the steward will place the cork near you before pouring a small sample 
of wine in your glass. Examining the cork is important when you consider that wine is an 
. excellent medium for bacterial growth. If exposed to air, wine will spoil just like exposed 
milk or juice. Glass being largely impervious to air, the -OD]y path a hungry bacterium can 
take to a bottled wine is through the neck; and the cork, like a great tonsil, is the only 
device.}Y.hich stands pelween it and the wine. If you pick up the cork and it turns to dust, 
you know th_;it it has dried out and probably shrunk, exposing the wine,to air. The cork 
may also be cracked or channeled from a previous abortive attempt at opening or , 
cork-boring vermin·. Or the cork may simply.be worn out from age. For whatever, reason, 
if the condition of the cork leads you to suspect that,..the wine has been exposed to the air, 
_ settle for second best and pick up a copy of 
g Erle Stanley Gardner: The Case of the 
~ Real Perry Mason by Dorothy B. Hughes. 
~ .-Jonah Triebwasser 
. i I Some of Mr. Trielrwasser's reviews <tp-
K /Jl!M' -~imnltnneously in the Law Enforce-
~- 111e11t New!/). 
-;- Computer Capers by Thomas Whiteside 
(Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 161 pp., $7.95). 
Millions in phoney insurance policies? 
, 'the wine may have spoiled, aµd you will watch for this when you taste it. 
o The cork may also pear a stamp;whi5!h repeats some of the information found on the 
label: the vintage year, where it was bottled, or the wine name. While it may comfort the 
buyer to find a fortune . cooki~like message.reiterating what he already kriows, it should 
not cause alarm if the cork is silent or even contains different information. The label is 
w:iiat is carefully controlled by law, and buyers should rely on it in the face of a contrary 
cork. 
The Art of Tasting Wine \ 
The art of tasting is subje~t enough·for a separate article, but briefly you employ a ll 
your senses.to acquaint yourself with the characteristics of the wine. While you were 
poring over the cork, the wine steward was pouring you a taste of the wine. You swish the 
liquid around in y~ur glass, releasing its bouquet; you note the wine's color, clarity, and 
the \\'ay it coats the.sides of the glass; you sniff the bouquet; and finally you taste-the wine. 
If the wine.meets with,your satisfaction, you ask the steward to pour away. If the winf :is 
cloudy, smells sour,. and tastes like vinegar (or worse) the wine may have spoiled. If 
the wine is spoiled you may refuselt. Offer it back to the ~teward to taste; if the steward 
agrees, there is no problem and a new bottle will be produced; if the steward'disagrees you 
. may discuss it or take it to a higher authority (e.g. the manager& leave, depending on 
what course of action gratifies your personal sense of justice. Remember, however, that 
you may not .refus~ a bottle simply because you don't like the wine's taste. }:'resumably 
you knew the wine when you ordered it and should not-be surprised by its flavO'r. 
Remember also that the taste of a wine may be altered for other reasons than spoilage. A 
common' example is when wine glasses are cleaned as ordinary dishes. A detergent 
residue negligible on _plates or water tumblers can destroy the flavor of a wine. 
~ ~ . -Now tnat you know the sensible procedures for serving wines in a restaurant, you 
can disguise your unfamiliarity with the wine you ordered by avoiding thejan.r p<ts you 
used to commit and by nodding at approprbte times. But as great legal winedrinkers have 
said for centuries ''ignoracia vino non excusat" (Ignorance ofthe wine is 119 excuse). You 
will not have to buy wine by 1price or fake .it during a tasting if you actually know 
something about the wine, so perhaps your next step should be-to learn the ways of wine 
"llnd become capable of 1-e<1lly impressive behavior. '· _ 
Actor Raymond Burr 
and won reversals on several (and he wrote 
articles on that), and under several n.mns 
de plnme wrote many other series of mys-
tery fiction. - . 
In fact, while Gardner was involved in-
a daily travel and business schedule that 
would be enough to tire two men, he found 
time to "write" an average or' 100,000 
words a month! 
Actually, Gardner did not "write" his 
books, he dictated them. From the primi-
tive wax cylinders of the 1930's when Gard-
n~r dictatt!d ·his stories· after a full day at 
the law office he moved on to the sophisti-
cated magnetic belts of the 1970's where he 
dictated his last Perry Mason books while, 
.at the age of 79, he was exploring an old 
mine or traveling to the South Seas. 
The mountain of dictation was turned 
into- the hundreds of articles and books 
which in turn sold millions of copies by a 
small army of secretaries, including three 
sisters who spent 40 years with Gardner. 
Tne three sisters. were the inspiration for 
Della Street. · . 
Thousands of dollars stolen a fraction of a 
cent at a time? These are just a couple of 
the crimes the computer age has made pos-
sible. 
The directors of the Equity Funding 
Corporation used their computer to invent 
thousands of ghost policy holders, and then 
sold the policies to other insurance comp-
anies. The $11,000 a· year chief teller of the 
Union Dime Savings Bank on Park Avenue 
was able to drop $30,000 a day on the pon-
ies by using his computer terminal to 
juggle the accounts. The auditors never 
caught on. 
There has been a sharp rise in the fraud 
and theft from the use and abuse of com-
p'uters in banks, credit check services, in-
surance companies and government . What 
can be done about it? Often very little is 
done. The companies are so embarassed by 
the breaches in their systems that the 
crooked employees are quietly fired and 
never prosecuted. 
Computers make auditing more diffi-
cult. And laws struggle to catch up with 
advancing technology and criminal creativ-
ity. ·when only information is taken, ex-
actly what is stolen? The Citi never sleeps, 
but it can be caught napping. 
:.:... Dennis Stukenbroeker 
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Repotter's Notebook 
lthe-ABA ~ onVe:ntion in N{}w York 
by Dennis Stukenbroeker 
The American Bar Association Con-
vention started on 'l'uesday, August 1, with 
the first of the meetings, conferences, sym-
posia, assemblies, breakfasts, luncheons, 
buffets, receptions, dinners and dances held 
by t he various divisions, sections and com-
mittees of the ABA. It finally wound to a 
halt August 10. 
Headquartered in the Hilton, it spread 
over most of the expensive ·hotels in mid-
town Manhattan. The Law StudentDivision 
was in the Americana with the National 
Shoe Fair. The Division of Young Lawyers 
operated out of the Plaza. The Section of 
Patent, Trademark and Copyright Law 
seemed to have an e11dless series of cocktails 
and lunches at t he Waldorf-Astoria. 
Various other happenings occurred at 
the St~.R~gis, P ierre, Essex House, Win-
dows on the World, Tavern on the Green, 
YarThee Sta'dium, and floatfug·around t,tie 
harbor. 
They went to lunch and I went up-
stairs to a Section on General Practice pro-
s gram - "Energy - where do we go from 
~. here?" It was scheduled at the same time as ~ 
0 
;::·several luncheons. After a half hour they 
'i had still only filled up 15 of75 seats. 
I .. 2:30 P.M. To the Americana. Jay G. 
.::,. 
Foonberg, a California lawyer, shows his 
film of the major points he made in his 
ABA book of the same name and answers 
questions from the 90 people in the small 
dining room. He pushes a few basic points. 
Care about, your client. Keep accurate time 
records. Send the client lots of paper , that's 
what he's payi.ng you for . Give the family a 
discount, how would it look if your mother 
went to another lawyer. 
Of all people, he was the most practical 
about how to help the little person. "D-?n't 
charge for the initial consultation. This 
gives everybody access to a lawyer without 
worrying about money." 
The convention operated on four levels 
bureaucr-.itic, educational, commercial aniJ • , British Attorney G~neral Samuel Silken addresses the ABA. 
Just One Day 
4:00 P.M. Stopped in at "Skokie and 
the · Holocaust" a panel discussion moder-
ated by Dean E. Donald Shapiro for the 
Section of Individual Rights and Responsi-
bilities, which was in progress. With over 
200 people, it was one of the most crowded 
whoopee! It was possible to ignore two, or 
even three levels and be t ied-up most of the 
time. In fact, it was often impossible to 
cover very much. In ,the Calendar of 
Events, the list of things that started at the 
same time often went on for over· a page. 
The bureaucracy had to do with the 
ABA itself. This is when those Martindale-
Hubbell catalogues of titles come to life. 
There are the business meetin~, committee 
meetings: council meetings, assemblies and 
elections. · 
Association politics went unnoticed by 
most of the conventioneers. This was a cen-
tennial, nota;ontroversia!year. No Yo1tng 
Turks. No Communist threat. The hottest 
issue was lawyers' advertising on television. 
The ABA, which-had opposed all advertis-
ing pre-B ates and O'St_een, appr<?ved it. 
One of the hottest debates I heard 
. about was a Young Lawyers attempt to set 
up a combined Young Lawyers/General 
' Pr-.ictice Section Committee on Jogging and 
Running, which was defeated on budgetary 
grounds. 
Most lawyers, bless them, did come for 
the educational side. Over600 papers were· 
delivered at the convention. Members of. 
sections from Administrative Law to Taxa-
tion found full programs in their specialties 
(if you want to see how specialized the law 
lfusiness has become, go to an ABA conven-
tion). It was a chance for regional p,tacti-
tioners to hear what is new in the field and 
talk shop for a few days. . 
~However~ the inevitable .tedium in-
volved in panel discussions, and"the coilfhct-
ing demands on everybody's time often re-
duced attendance to a few people in a large 
room_. As the~possible extent of a recent 
FTC ruling was mooted about, the air condi-
tioning tinkled the glass pendants on the 
light fixtures and the pattern in the carpet 
became more interesting. -
The commercial side (ignQ_ring, in the 
interest of the Code of Ethics, the number of 
business cards passed ~und) was centered 
on t he 85 stalls of ''Lawyers' Expo" in the 
Hilton, Anybody who could sell things to 
lawyers was there, including Alcoholics 
Anonymous. After a while one got used to 
people wandering around with Practicing 
Law Institute shopping bags. 
Three new legal periodicals, NYLS 
Thistee Jerry Finkelstein's The National 
Law Journal, Legal Times, and a more pop 
· The American Lawyer, were handcil out to 
anyone who would take one. 
Whoopee! r-.in from the cocktail recep-
tions, hospitality suites and banquets, to the 
activities organized mainly for the spouses 
and children of conventioneers. For those 
wnoliketo beorg-anized, there were tours of 
museums and the UN, baseball games and 
the Circle Line. For the disorganized there 
was, well. New York. 
The Establishment Critic ... 
by Dennis Stukenbroeker 
Stopped in at the Americana on Sun- ' 
day afternoon to ~ear Ralph· Nader. Intro-
duced as a "consumer advocate" to an 
audience of 300, he dresses better than he 
used to, but is still a halting and undynamic 
speaker. 
· His topis., was access to justice, or ra-
ther the lack of it. "Most people are shut 
out of the legal system," he sai<l. "The aftlu-
ent can afford it, but it usually costs more 
than they get out of it." 
He attacked "crimes in the suites" and 
condemned law schoois for crushing egos 
and creating a narrowly biased corporate 
point ofv iew. His biggest re·sponse came 
when -he called the Socratic method "a 
game at which only one can play." How-
ever, it was hai:dly the Law Student Divi-
sion booking a flaming radical to give the 
finger to the rest of the ABA. 
- With phrases like the "genius of the 
law is to temper the imbalances of society," 
he could have been speaking at a first year 
. orientation. in fact, his emphasis on public 
interest practice would have"1itj6 well with 
the L'SD job fair the previous morning. 
Public interest Jaw means jol:>S, N acter 
said. He's the only pe~n I've heard say 
the vast number of people being churned 
out by law schools is a good thing. There is 
strength in numbers to change the law and 
society, he figures: 
He was also-pushing a new outfit of his 
called the Equal Justice Foundation. Na-
der wants to fund it by tithing one percent 
~ law students' income. Tllis sounds like 
asking the dead to pay for better health 
care. 
by Dennis $tukenbroeker 
MONDAY, AUGUST 7 
8:50 A.M. Stopped by the news center 
for a sticky bun and 'coffee, and to pick up a 
copy of Kennedy's speech. 
9:00 A.M:-Grand Ballroom at the Hil-
ton for, after six days of convention, the 
first meeting of the whole ABA. It starts at 
9:30, but I want to get.a- seat in the press 
section because it's going to.be a full house. 
Trooping the color. National anthem. Brit-
ish national anthem (a surprising number 
of people know the· words). First time I've 
said the pledge of allegiance since junior 
high school. 
William Spann, tbe ABA president, 
, introduced Chief Justice Warren Burger, 
Associate Justice Powell, Lord Widgery, 
and the top British contingent (the British 
legal profession has' been leaderless for a 
week). Spann is from Georgia. Even the 
..minister who gives the invocation is from 
_9eorgia. There are a lot of Georgia name 
tags around. 
Governor Carey says a few welcoming 
words. Mayor Koch-sent the Corporation 
Counsel, ,who is long and boring on the 
financial crisis. The star of the day is Teddy 
Ke.nnedy, 
Less pudgy than years past, but still 
- rumpled, Kennedy reads his prepared text 
with half-glasses slipping down his nose. 
My God, he says the same thing as Nader, 
or for that matter, Spann; "Help the little 
person." Law students just want to get 
jobs so Uiey can pay off their loans and 
everybody wants them to work for free. 
Kenqedy holds a short press conference 
later. 
. 11:30 A.M. Back at the news center to 
eat a couple of sandwiches and a Fresca. 
Planned to cover the Foonberg "How to 
Start Your Oy,rn Law Firm" show at one, 
but a note o·a the bulletin board said it had 
been put back to 2:30. Decided to catch a 
section meeting. Picked the Waldorf. 
12: 10 P .M. Terrace Court of the Wal-
dorf-Astoria. Avail myself of the cocktail 
hos pitality of the Section of Patent, Trade.:-
mar k and Copyright. "The best section to 
belong to," the ex-edito_r of the Patent and 
Trademark Quarterly tells me. A quick 
chat with him and a British patent solicitor 
who was a speaker at the luncheon. 
section meetings I attended. Also, the only 
one with any real difference of opinion. 
• Aryeh Nier, executive director of the 
ACLU, tried to explain how defending the 
nuisances of a handful of cornpone-storm- , 
troopers was a cheap way to defend the 
first amendmeQt. 
Bonnie Pechter, National Director of 
the JDL tried to keep the Nazi threat alive. 
6:00 P.M. Up to the fifth floor of the 
Hilton for an incredibly hot and crowded 
NYLS alumni reception. Name tags. were 
given out, but people were packed so tight-
ly together you weren't sure who's you 
were wearing. 
For some reason the suites on the fifth 
floor are· named after I930's New Yorker 
writers. NYLS was in the F. P. Adams 
suite. After a halfanilouroftryingto get to 
the bar and back, I retreated to the Robert 
Benchley Suite down the hall where all the 
air hadn't been breathed yet. Goes to show 
the lengths to which NYLS students and 
alumni will go for a free drink. 
·1:00 P.M. Ballroom of the Americana 
Law Student Division Annual Banquet. 
Over 500 at a guess, very hard to tell. 
Acres of people eating. Very noi!iy. Man-
hattan clam chowder quite good, even for 
one who prefers the New England variety. 
Even the hotel chicken is pretty good. The 
local New York wjne could have been done 
,vithout. 
· Awards and toasts, chaired by the 
LSD head, another Georgian. EQUITAS 
wins an honorable mention for its Rosen-
berg articles. 
NYLS at the ABA 
Dean E. Donald Shapiro, moderator 
"Skokie and the Holocaust" 
Prof. Joel Martel, moderator 
"Government Patronage and 
Artistic Freedom" 
Prof. Myres S. McDougal, speaker 
.Joint Breakfast Section of International 
Law and American Foreign 
Law Association 
Prof. Peter Schroth, speaker 
Committee on Environmental Law 
Vera Sullivan, Placement Director 
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From Here_ to Antiquity 
by Hammurabi 
On the morning of the test::} awoke to t~ penetrating invasion of an incessant 
alarm-buzz. This was the day ofmyJirst exam. It was a national holiday, and an eight-inch 
snow had blanketed the North~, with the result that nothing but-the trusty Midnight 
Rider Line's "factory shift special" leaving at 6:00 A.M. was moving. A fellow test'::taker 
and' I boarded the bus with remnants of the merrymaking which bad taken place a short 
time before on New Year's-Day and headed for the deserted city now occupied only by 
some of the Bowery's B~t and frustrate() NYLS test-takers. 
SBA President's Report 
..-:-
L-.._.....:......:.._ _____ by Keith Fell- President 
The early signs indicate \,hat this academic year promises to be unique: .During the 
first few weeks the tone of the student body seems to reflect disenchantment with 
startin~ school in August, and the rather inefficient registration procedure. Concerning 
our early start- it is an experimental calendar change· and hopefully its advantages will 
be reali~d during the three week Christmas recess. As for registration, it should be 
noted that those people involved with the Administration's procedures, especially Bruce 
Dulak, worked endless hours and that much of the fault lies with an outside computer-data 
service. Nevertheless, there ·still exists an efficiency problem and it needs to be solved. It 
is the Administration's responsibility to study this problem now, in order that the se·cond 
During the long ride past flat landscape and boring, ugly cities we quizzed each other 
on our course, "1001 Obscure Points of Law." Professor Lexass had drilled us in depth o~ 
901 of these unimportant legal maxims and said forget the other 100 for the test.-But we 
were wise to this pld trick and riveted all of our at_tention on those special 100. We knew 
the exam would be based in large part on material glossed over, characterized as obiter 
· semester re,tistration can run smoothly. 
dicta, dismissed as-the minority rul~, or contained in those 100 points. , 
Students were scurrying about looking for last minute answers·to questions crucial to 
the course. ''What is Point 937?" •~ it's that lobstermen w9rking · out of 
Kennebunkport, Maine, have a 212 mile limit instead of200i'ound along the rest of the 
Atlantic Seaboard." ''Why is that?" "Don't worry you don't have to explain anything. Just 
remember the numbers 937-212-200." •, 
"Does 957 have something to do with the right of way of Pony Express routes?" "Yes, 
'but remember that of the 537 Indian tribes of the We'st, only 3 recognu.ed the right of way 
and they were fishermen located in Northwest Washington State." 
Much to our collective dismay, no treatise or tract contained Point 1001. Rumors 
were running rife that the text of that point was either_posted. on one of the School's 23 
bulletin boards, which at last .count contained over 2,000 notices, or was scratched as 
graffiti in one of the WCs. Who the hell had time to research it. We'd have to hope that 
after fifteen years of having no student answer Point 1001, ole Lexass_ would give up 
asking about it. · 
-While the exam was "open book" and all of us brought everything we were capable of 
carrying, we would not be provided with a surface on.which to spread the fruits of our 
diligent note-taking and our codes heayy with annotations, marginalia, fold-outs, charts, 
model answers.to former exams, and the collected wisdom of Prof. Lexass. You see, this 
inconvenience was of no matter because the tutorial thrust of the course was,t.o keep those 
1001 points obscure. . 
Before the test I saw a friend of mine who can write exams only if-he sits in the last 
row. Just after he found his favorite seat in the far corner, a proctor barked out, "Move to 
the front." Following much coaxing my friend moved up one row but only after he pushed 
the chairs in the last row out of the room. Then Proctor Benito said, 1'1 want yo use one seat 
over before gettin' a copy of the exain." Mea~hile all of us had exams and were busy 
unravelling obscl)rities. The last words I heard from my friend were, "If this is a course in 
musical chairs, -you better start hummin', Benito." 
The test had been specially designed by the Faculty's Flunk-Out Committee to cause 
the ultimate in frustration and ·anxiety. It contained a single fact .pattern of 35 pages 
followed by 15 pages of specific questions. The type, which was smaller than elite -
almost as large as that found in footnotes to the IRS Code - filled the entire page, 
thereby eliminating margins, and the lines had been half-spaced. These typographical 
considerations prevented the jotting of notes in the margin~ and the underlining of key 
words. Originally, the fact pattern was only 30 pages, and we were given an additional 
half hour to read it. But Prof. Lexass felt that was surplusage and added a cute postscript 
of5pages. 
About half an hour into the exam just when some of us were getting gear~d-up and 
our stomachs were beginning to jJJillp,-the Administration's Enforcer lumbered into the 
:;. testing center to make sure we had not rebelled over the girth and complexity of the 
exam. While he was measuring tension with a specially designed sweat gauge, he lit-up 
one of the vilest, foul~st smelling·cigars ever made. The air in the room turned green, and 
the first two rows of the room were awash with rescrambled eggs and Cheerios. 
For about the next hour and a half there was no major incident. Then suddenly, and 
without warning, ProLLexass grabbed the microphone. "Turn to Question 27 on page 42. 
Change the year 1837 to 1066." Most of us had already passed that point and had fo rewrite 
the answer completely. Then he said, ''Forget Question 60 altogether, and take down the 
follo'wing: 
Under which Canon in the Medieval Code of Chivalry was Rapunsel 
imprisoned? Give the number and exact wording. Apply it to the facts of 
her case. Argue both sides then write the inquisitor's opinion. WRat would 
an appeals court do with the case? Has the case been overruled with time? 
, .... 
(Suggested· time: ·17½ seconds. Value: . 0732 of a point)" ' 
With that indignity, we·rose up in unison, made obscene gestures at our examiqers, threw 
our "open book" materials on the floor, and began harmonized choruses of boos followed 
by stinging refrains -of hisses. About a minute int<;> the demontration, Benito called 
"Time," and we queued up to deposit the results of three hours of pressu.rizei\written 
regurgitatiO!l, ramblings, and wanderings. • 
Just after the-stucfent in front of me handeqin her 11 neatly written l>lue books, three 
proctors, uniformed in polyester Nehru suits, and a female attendant who.._embodied all of 
the warmth and sensitivity of V ampira surrounded the exhausted student and led her 
away. I never saw her again. Her husband said because she.had five exams in 12 hours she 
was placed in isolation by the Administration which was co1;1ducting well-regulated 
scientific tests on.finger corns, lawyer's writing cramp, middle finger anemia, and pencil 
lead poisoning. By all reports she was doing wtll in spite of.the fact she had not been 
allowed to communicate with other students, she was forced to read The Daily News, and 
given only proctor-prepared pudding to eat. 
( Editor's note: This acco1mt of early law school exams was found during a daring 
mid by EQUITAS into T. Scandal's two-floor, 30,000squarefootojfice. Itformed·pwtof 
the archiues built by Prof Pericles Peeke1· during his many expeditions to the site of 
Plato'speripatetics. I -
-The absence of D.ean Marshall Lippmann, and the late arrival of Dean William Bruce 
has created an administrative void. While the Administration realigns its duties and 
responsibilities, students and student groups will have to tread water. It is my hope that 
these changes will be completed quickly and that the lines of communication with the 
students will be reopenaj_ and strengthened. 
Exam Schedule Out Soon 
The· exam schedule is in the workings and by the time this article appears the 
$Chedule should be posted. The thinking of the Exam Schedule Committee, according to 
Chaitwoman Nancy Klein, is that the schedule is final, but if obvious hardships arise 
which affect a large number of students, then reasonable changes will be made. 
The SBA is planning two major events in the Fall, a mini-marathon and an October 
"feast". The mini-marathon is scheduled for September 24th. Its originator is Gil Holan-
der and the Marathon Committee is headed by Franco Foti and Rich Carma. The race will 
involve all metropolitan ·area law schools. Details will be forthcoming and volunteers are 
needed. The October "feast" is still in the planning stages but interested volunteers . 
should contact RoQ_ Forman or Nancy Schnell. 
In closing, I would like to make a final plea on behalf of the entire Association. We are , 
in need of support from every sector of the law school community. The more student 
participation we receive the more effective we can be as a student body. Internal change 
at NYLS comes at a very high price. The price is measured in terms of time and effort-
let's do ourselves a favor and give a little of both. 
National Lawyer's Guild 
School on the Skids 
On behalf of the NYLS chapter of the Guild, I would first like to welcome our new 
students,· as well as those who are·retuming to either continue or complete their legal 
education. Unfortunately, but perhaps predictably, all is not well wtthin our hailowed 
halls. 
We return to find that three of our most popular professors - Marshall Lippman, 
Nanc.v E1ickson and Richard Harbus - have been denied tenure by the Board of 
Trustees. Student outrage has already expressed itself in the form of petitions, letters : 
and statements of "no more· contributions" from alumni. The Guild has gone on record as 
enthusiastically endorsing these protests, but feels that to adopt a "you can't fight the 
second floor'' attitude at this point would be fatal, not only in relation to the tenure issue, 
but in relation to the future of student and faculty rights at NYLS. 
At the first meeting of the Guild, held on August31 and attended by over40 students, 
several first year students expressed their concern over this and other issues. In the near 
future, we will hold a planning meeting, at which we will map out our events and 
campaigns for the coming semester.' Based upon the comments of those who participated 
in the firs t meeting, it is likely that the issues of tenure, affirmative action in light of the 
Bakke decision, and the role of-.."11YLS as an Urban Law School will be the prime areas of 
concern. Students desiring to get involved in these campaigns are ~elcome to attend this 
meeting wl,ellir r 11r 110/ you 11r1ree wit/, the Gui/cl'.~ pusit iu11s 011 ut/ier is.~nes. We are 
anxious to work in coalition with other individuals and student groups. This seems to be a 
crucial, year in the school's development, and students must have a voice in determining 
the direction to be taken. 
Build~ng Continued ... 
(Continued from page 1) 
search for a superior lower Manhattan site 
continues; the school has hired Kenneth D. 
Laub & Co. as consultant in t he search for a 
better location. Shapiro has said that 
NYLS is committed to· improvement and 
the school will spend the additional funds to 
create a school expressing a concept of 
quality; he iso pposed to another non des-
cript law school building and prefers some-
thing like the law _g;chool buildng at the 
University of Minnesota, or the NYU 
Bobst Library on Washington Square. 
'I]lis new building will bea replace-
ment for the entire present physical plant 
of NYLS. Despite the estimated $10 
million cost of the structure, Gold has con-
vinced Shapiro and the Board, of Trustees 
that this expenditure would be __ more eco· 
nomi-eal than renovating the three build-
ings and using them. Gold estimated the 
maintenance cost of the 140,000 sq. ft. new 
building at $3.25 per sq. ft. per annum 
whereas present maintenance costs · are 
two to t hree times that figure. 
One of the functions of incoming 
NYLS Dean William -Bruce, formerly of 
Harvard, will be to supervise the building 
activity now that the Building Committee 
has been disbanded. Bruce has had experi- . 




Stµderits to Receive Couµ room_ ~ raining 
FiJ-:;t, it gives la\_V sti,tdents in their 
senior year the opportl!nity to work with 
experienced litigators in the preparation 
and actual courtroom trial of cases. 
Responding to growing national 
:.COncern over the competen~ of trial 
lawyers, Chief Judge David N. Edelstein 
ofthe U.S. OistrictCourt'fortheSouttiem' 
District of New York has announced a new 
-training progr-.un for law stutlents and 
lawyers inexperienced in.trial work. 
The p~, first of its kind in the 
country, has received· the very strong 
approval .and support of Chief Justice 
Warren E. Burger of the U.S. Supreme 
Court long an outspoken critic of the 
quality of trial advocacy. 
"This is directly the kind of pro~ I 
have been adv~t\ng,!.' .the Chief JllSt.ice 
wrote to Judge. Edelstein. "I hope it will 
lead other courts to study the program and: 
to consider-programs of their o~" 
'fhe ·P,;rogrtun, ·drawn up qy Chief 
J uage Edelstein and a committee ofleaders 
of the · bar, ~ the approval and 
·cooperation of NYLS Dean E. Donald 
Shapiro, oth~.r federal judges,. and law 
firms engaged in the fieldoflitigation. ,Th~ 
Special Training Program consjsts of four 
{ - -parts. 
I 
' Participating la~ firms would agree to 
employ one or more students for 15 hours a 
week, tailoring their assignments to 
emphasize actual·trial work. 
Second, federal judges in the dist*! 
\\ill be- encouraged to utilize senior 
students as law clerks. 
Third, the program·proposes adoption 
of a local rule allowing. students in this 
tr-.rlning • program to appear before the 
Southern District Court under the 
direction of a qualified lawyer prior to their 
admission to the bar: 
Fourth, it provides the opportunity 
for lawyers inexperienced in trial work to 
.acquire that experience by assisting 
membe)1i of a panel of attorneys.appointed 
by the district court to repi:esent indigent 
defendants. 
"Law schools today are producing 
b1illiant thinkers· and splendid research-
e1-:;," Chief Judge Edelstein said. "The only 
,my for these students to acquire real trial 
skills, however, is to work with exper-
ienced practitioners in actual courtroom 
situations. This training program will offer 
students the invaluable expe1ience of as-
sisting many of the best practitioners in the 
country.' 
The ti-aining p1:ogram, he said, is not 
an attempt to create additional re-
quirements for admission. to the bar, but 
rather to enhance the student academic 
-experience and make students better 
trained and qualified upon theirmlmission 
to practice. 
"lt will provide practical courtroom 
t1;a1 experience for senior law students," 
he said, "much as medical students- ac-
quire practieal expe1ience during their 
internships in hospitals before they go into 
practice." 
Students participating in the program · 
"ill be drawn from all six law schools in the 
Sotithern District- NYLS, Benjamin N. 
Cardozo, Columbia UniversitJ, Fordham 
University, New York University and 
Pace University. · 
Night · ~ ourt: Where, the Ea1:V Stud __ e.nt ~eets Re~lity 
by Joseph Stavola sign near the court entrance that read "Use 
I'll admit it; ·1 was proud to have been revolving door." "Pretty ironic," . I 
in law school my first year- so prou!J that commented. 
I must have read the school catalog.several Assorted seedy characters wandered 
hundred times. A unique urban law school around inside, some with b1iefcases. The 
. experience enabling stud1mts to "observe. phj'.Sical layout of the courtroom reminded 
and participate in the daily (unctioning of me of a church, sans candles, but with a 
the courts .. . " hint of 42nd Street:-'I'he .frontmost "pew" 
Not one to pass up unique experiences·- (there were no sini::alopg mass • cards 
then, I ' headed for_Night Criminal Co~ attached) was reserved for police officers. 
· one eve_ning with two first year friends. Th~re was a crowd around the judge, and 
The walk through· the deserted, orange- everyone was talking. I decided to sit back 
hue<l streets was ·, awe-inspiring and l and waitfor it, to start. Only ·after a gruff 
commanding of respect. I remember clerk shouted "Next Case" and read' off 
gaping at ·•'The True Administration of - some numbers and a charge did I realize-
Justice is the. Firmest Pillar of--Good that in fact I was watching business as 
Government" cfilseled into one building. usual. I leaned forward so. as 'not to miss a 
"Jack Webb would be - proud," I thought. I word, but despite my straining..I couldn't 
asked py two wide-eyed friends whether catch half ofit::-.The friend on my right said 
the ph[3.Se was a holding or ~ ratio he could have sworn he had just heard 
decidendi. aHere", .I thought, "is where it someone say "You picked door number 
all s~d, where the Clarence Gfdeons two." 
and Danny · E-scobedos trumped their The next case proved more exciting. 
captors with the ·Bill of Rights and The defendant w~ "up for" possession of 
slampted their way into legal history.:• The · stolen property (to wit, jewelry) and 
loftiness of the !Doment was tempered by a assaulting a police officer:. The friend on my 
I 
evaluation. Not at all pleased, the accused 
gave the_D.A. a sharp right cross to the 
back of the head. In a matter of seconds, a 
dozen cops jumped over the "communion 
rail" and gang-tackled the defendant to the 
floor. "Hit me some more," he managed to 
cry out. He was duly obliged. Finally 
subdued, he was canied away. A small 
J pool of blood was on the floor. The clerk 
~ covered it with a desk and a "Next Case". 
~ The wheels of justice could not be stopped, 
f nor made less wieldy by such a display. 
i I left with a perspective different from 
the one I had been getting from my 
C1iminal Law casebook. On the way home, 
my fiiends and I predicted that the 
'"mistake of fact, mistake of law" classroom 
puzzle seldom, if ever, found its way into 
that comtroom. 
I still stop off at night court on 
- JoeStavola occasion, usually with a layman friend while walking back from Chinatown. The comments are generally ones of disbelief 
and amazement. I've yet to hear any 
comments or suggestions on how it could 
be improved . 
left observed that the defendant stood like 
a "real v.rise-guy." After arguing for a while 
with both the judge and his own lawyer, 
the defendent was removed for psychiatiic ..,,. 
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Colri!llhia Du:rµps Gunther , Poet's 
Corner by Leonard Ross 
Columbia Law School has decided-not 
to use Stanford law professor Gerald 
Gunther's Constitutional· Law as the 
casebook for its Constitutional Law course. 
Beginning fal! 1978, Columbia will use 
Lockhart, Kamisar & Choper, Ctmxlil11-
tio11al Ulll' (West 1975). 
Gunther's t_ext has been tne subject of 
substantial criticism. Prof. Abraham 
Soffair,' Chairman of the Curriculum 
Committee at Columbia which had made 
the decision, commented• that although 
some still think the Gunther casebook is 
"the best available," the book has too many 
qu_estions, too few cases and heavily edi~ 
the included cases. Soffair added, "It is a 
basic decision to use a new set of 
materials." Columbia Con Law professor 
Joseph Schmidt declined to comment , 
citing his personal friendship with 
Gunther. 
A review of the· Lockhart text 
indicates that it places a heavy emphasis on 
.first amendment rights in line with the 
present direction of the Supreme Court. It 
stresses problems of judicial review and 
federalism and provides introductory 
notes to overview the topic and to provide 
the stu~ent with background on the 
material. 
When Prof. Catherine Sullivan of 
NYLS- was asked about the .£olumbia 
, decision, she expressed surprise, saying 
that the Gunther text is generally re~eo 
as the best casebook in the field. ·she is 
unfamiliar with the Lockhart book. bn the 
criticisms ofGunth-er, Sullivan.agreed th~} 
it is a difficult book for students, however 
she prefers Gunther's concern to develop-a 
way of reasoning, which requires line by 
line analysis, without imposing his -
Cp nstitutional philosophy on the student. · 
Sullivan expressed a belief that Gunther 
uses the open questions to be intellectually 
honest by ale1ting the student to a problem 
\\ithout_textually implying a "constitution- -
al truth". ' ' 
NYLS Profs to keep 
Gunther Textbook 
Asked to comment on the Columbia 
decisi~n. Prof. Lon Chu Chen said that it 
woukl not be fair for him to state an opin-
ion, as this year is his finit for use of the 
Gunther casebook and he thus far has not 
fo1mulated a critical decisioii on its merits. 
The bot.tom line appears to be that NYLS 
professors' ~ill continue·to use the Gunther 
text, which ii:; good ~,·s foi; resale vlilue. 
- The Ra?ages of Age 
The caricature of time 
etched upon the face of youth. 
The family album, / 
the sole vestige 
of the beauty upon which persons 
once gazed in awe. 
Chrorwlogy, 
the curse to mortals, 
--
a disease both incurable and tenninal 
to living flesh. ' " 
The infan t, 
drooling in the crib, 
with fleeting time, is, · . -
in reality, the precursor to the babbling 
senility of the man . 
,. 
Arnold H. Graham "" ' ... 
_ Convention Job_ Hunting Mints 
By Dennis Stukenbroeker representatives of the Department of Jus-
The word from the Law Student Divi- tice, the Legal Aid Society; Wall Street, 
sion's Job Information Fair is - the dis- and corporations. _ 
parity in starting salarie&. is getting bigger, Alvin Taylor of Aetna Life & Casualty 
and corporations are cutting their legal and Robert M. Hersh of Equitable Life 
costs by hiri}!g more iri-house counsel. both said outside counsel was being 
The LSD sponsored the lightly at- dropped in the insurance industry in favor 
tended job fair at the Americana Hotel dur- of in-house lawyers handling the com-
ing the ABA convention. The Fair con- panies business. Aetna is increasing its 65 
sisted of a panel of speakers, an open house lawyer staff to 80 by 1980. . 
with a chance for informal chats with over Although Equitable Life handles all its 
30 representatives of firms, government own New Yorl:c litigation, most lawyers in 
and corporations, and worhhops covering both companies don't ~ die claims. They 
resume writing and interviewing teeir- occupy themselves with placingthe billions 
_ niques. 1 of other people's money; and the tax, real 
The workshops included one on "ca- estate and mortgage problems of any big 
reer self-analysis", conducted by the Place- corporation. 
ment Officer of NYLS, Vera Sullivan. Equitable Life's legal department is 
The sterotyped nin~ person speakers divided into eight divisions and has a two· 
panel ranged from a solo practitioner to year training program designed to rotate 
recruits through half the divisions. They ($18,2@) which will rise soon with a cost of 
hire four-or five lawyers out of law school living increase. 
every year, reversing the-tradition of cor- The Legal Aid Society, with 700 law-
porations looking for firm experience when yers, pays the equivalent 9f government 
hiring house counsel. ' sal;ui_es. According,, to Susan B. ~inde-
Hartford based Aetna plans on paying nauer, Assistant for Legal Affairs, it is a 
$19,000 to start in 1979 and Equitable Life - good position for those interested in litiga-
is paying $23,500 this year. ""' tion. The Legal Aid Society handles 70% of 
The tops in cash, not suprisingly, are the criminal cases in New York City. It is 
the very large Wall Street firms. Ellen ~o heavily inolved in civil cases such as 
Futter, an associate at Milband, Tweed, landlord-tenant and consumer protection. 
Ha(lley.& McCloy, told the group the cur- The Society does not bother to recruit 
rem range is $25-28,000 a year. on school campuses any more because they 
The federal government has 19,000 get more than enough unsolicited applica-
lawyers, said Willaim R. Robie Counsel to tions. The· Society considers clinical 
t he Associate Attorney General for At.tor- courses important and looks for a writing 
ney Personnel, which is one percent of all sample along with the ·resumes. 
Registration Flun~ ... ' 
federal employees. It also hires between Last, but ominously not least, Lou 
?-3,000 a year, with 30 to 60 or more appli- .Yorakis, a former municipal counsel and 
cations for every available position. Law- now Vice President of Aspen Systems, Inc. 
yers dq not have to take the civil service gave one example of a law-related career. 
exam. His company handles "litigation support," 
. _ Most government attorneys are not in which is, among other things, computer-
~ • l the Department of Justice, but in the many ized file manaITTfient. An expensive service (Continued from page 1) 
Overall, Dulak termed the semester's 
registration process "one of the most suc-
cessful that I've encountered since I've 
been at this school/" choosing to look past 
all or"the problems and focusing instead on 
the fact that the number of students seek-
ing to change their programs after classes 
had begun was much smaller than in the 
past. 
11 - ·1n conclusion, no answers were given 
as to why professors were not hired at an 
earlier time so a schedule could be com-
posed, nor as to what steps are peing taken 
to1>revent a reoccurrence. Nor would anx_-
one definitely say that registration w.ould 
· [ regulatory agencies, dealing with admini- only available to the large users, it requires 
y -sfrative law and litigation. Some agencies la\vyers with .one foot in "information 
l still start in-coming attorneys at the GS-9 science" to make it work and pays almost ?S 
f level ($15,000) but most start at GS-11 much as the.big firms_it services. 
.-:l-
• 
Dean Marshall Lippman 
take place in the future while the students 
are still at school, a move that would still 
allow for the computerization of the regis-
tration process yet would eliminate late ap-
plications , mailing_problems, etc. 
!New Profs Profiled ... 
-
(continued from page 1) 
taught Conflicts of Law and Secured 
Transactions at the University of San 
Fe,mando Valley College of Law. 
Herzberg. His pro bono publico service in-
cludes broadcasting law counsel in FCC 
proceedings for Classical Radio for Con-
necticut Inc. 
Financial Aid: ·TAP Award ·Deadli,fe 
Perry S. Reich received his B.A. from 
State University of New York at Stony 
Brook, and aJ.D. from Hofstra University 
School of Law in 1974. He was a student 
law clerk to the Hon. Jack B. Weinstein, 
Barbara C. Schwartzbaum, Visiting 
Professor, was a Law Review member at 
Howard Law School ahd received a LL.M. 
from Harvard Law School. For three years 
a free-lance consultant, she was previously 
Deputy Regional Counsel and Acting Gen-
eral Counsel in the Office of Economic 
Opportunity for the New England States, 
and Assistant Professor at Suffolk Law 
School. She has seven years experience in 
legal management, liaison, training and 
program development , and resolved a po-
tential Boston crisis . by proposing and 
having adopted a ruling by the Office of 
General Counsel which prevented the fir-
ing of 7,000 Community Action Agency 
employees. 
TAP: 
1) Please submit the school copy of 
your 1978-79 TAP Award Certifk 
catf to my assistant in 47 Worth 
Street, Room 106. 
2) If yolfare_§till experiencing diffi-
culties .with your l !rp-78 TAP 
award, jot down 'the specifics and 
submit to my assistant. We will 
contact NYSHESC regard_ing 
these difficult ies and try to resolve 
them. 
3) All procedural questions regard-
ing 1978-79 TAP awards shoul,d be 
submitted as well. 
We will answer (or attempt to get -an 
answer for) every question we receive. 
We know that many 6fyou have exper-
ienced numerous frustrations over your 
TAP ii wards , but please try to be pa-
tient ! ., 
-· - Merrill ~\ Feinberg 
Director of Financial Aid 
• U.S. District Court Judge, and a summer 
associate in the Office of the U.S. Attor, 
ney, Southern District of New York. After 
a year's association with the firm of wl n-
dels & Marx, he became a Law Assistant to 
the Hon. Jacob D. Fuchsberg of the New 
York State Court of.Appeals in 1975. 
, David M. Rice, Visiting Professor, is 
an ""i\ssistant"Professor of Law l!1_ Brooklyn 
. Law School. He received his LL.B. in 1967 
from N. Y. U. School of Law where he was 
an editor of the Law Review. A co-author 
of 101 Mathematical Puzzles anil How to 
solve them, Prof. Rice was also an Asso-
ciate with the firm ofBotein, Hays, Sklar & 
A profile of our new Dean William L. 
Bruce will be published in the next issue, 
wit~ a list and description of the new ad- --.. 
junct faculty. ' 
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